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SARASVATI 
Epigraphs 

Volume 7 
 

A zebu bull tied to a post; a bird above. Large painted 
storage jar discovered in burned rooms at Nausharo, ca. 
2600 to 2500 BCE. Cf. Fig. 2.18, J.M. Kenoyer, 1998, Cat. 
No. 8. 
 
Tell Suleimeh (level IV), Iraq; IM 87798; (al-Gailani Werr, 
1983, p. 49 No. 7). A fish over a short-horned bull and a 
bird over a one-horned bull; cylinder seal impression, 
(Akkadian to early Old Babylonian). Gypsum. 2.6 cm. Long 

1.6 cm. Dia. [Drawing by Larnia Al-Gailani 
Werr. Cf. Dominique Collon 1987, First 
impressions: cylinder seals in the ancient Near 
East, London: 143, no. 609]  
 

bharatiyo = a caster of metals; a brazier; bharatar, bharatal, bharatal. = 
moulded; an article made in a mould; bharata = casting metals in moulds; 
bharavum = to fill in; to put in; to pour into (G.lex.) bhart  = a mixed metal of 
copper and lead; bhart-i_ya_ = a barzier, worker in metal; bhat., bhra_s.t.ra = 
oven, furnace (Skt.) 
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Diacritical marks used 
 
The Kyoto-Harvard convention is NOT used since the intermingling of English words 
with Indian language words wll distort the representation of capital letters and is not 
easy to read.  
 
 
The standard diacritical marks are deployed but, instead of ligaturing them on top and 
bottom of the alphabet, the diacritical marks FOLLOW immediately after the vowel or 
consonant which is modified. For e.g., a_ connotes ‘long a’, n. connotes retroflex N. 
After the UNICODE is standardized, the next edition will display the modified codes 
for ease of representation on web pages on the internet. 
 
 

  
a     rut,at  
a_/ law 
a~_ long 
/a~ un- 
i it  
i_ bee 
i~_ been 
/i~ in 
u you 
u_/ ooze 
u~_ boon 
/u~ june 
 

  
e bet 
e_ ate 
e~_ bane 
/e~ when,whey 
o obese 
o_ note 
o~_  bone,one  
m. mum 
n: king 
n~      nyet 
h-/k- what 
c     change 
c. so 
 

  
d then 
d. dot 
l.  rivalry 
n. and  
n-   new 
r-  curl 
r.  rug 
r..  (zsh) 
s  fuse 
s.  shut 
s'  sugar 
t  both 
t.  too 
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List of languages and abbreviations 

 
The languages of the linguistic area and the 
abbreviations used are as follows: 
 
A.Assamese 
Ap.Apabhram.s'a 
Ash. Ashkun (As.ku~_--Kafiri) 
Aw. Awadhi_ 
B. Bengali (Ban:gla_) 
Bal. Balu_ci_ (Iranian) 
Bashg. Bashgali_ (Kafiri) 
BCE Before Common Era (BC) 
Bel. Belari 
Bhoj. Bhojpuri_ 
Bi. Biha_ri_ 
Br. Bra_hui_ 
Brj. Brajbha_s.a_ 
Bshk. Bashkari_k (Dardic) 
Bur.Burushaski 
CE Common Era (AD) 
Chil. Chili_s (Dardic) 
D.. D.uma_ki 
Dm. Dame~d.i_ (Kafiri-Dardic) 
G. Gujara_ti_ 
Ga. Gadba 
Garh.Gar.hwa_li_ 
Gau. Gauro (Dardic) 
Gaw.Gawar-Bati (Dardic) 
Gmb. Gambi_ri_ (Kafiri) 
Go. Gondi 
Gy. Gypsy or Romani 
H. Hindi_ 
Ir. Irul.a  
K. Ka_s'mi_ri_ 
Ka. Kannad.a 
Kaf. Kafiri 
Kal. Kalasha (Dardic) 
Kand. Kandia (Dardic) 
Kat.. Kat.a_rqala_ (Dardic) 
Kho. Khowa_r (Dardic) 
Khot. Khotanese (Iranian) 
Kmd. Ka_mdeshi (Kafiri) 
Ko. Kota 
Kod.. Kod.agu (Coorg) 
Koh. Kohista_ni_ (Dardic) 
Kol. Kolami 
Kon. Kon:kan.i_ 
Kond.a 
Kor. Koraga 
Kt. Kati or Katei (Kafiri) 
Ku. Kumauni_ 
Kui 

Kurub.Bet.t.a Kuruba 
Kur.Kur.ux (Oraon, Kurukh) 
Kuwi 
L. Lahnda_ 
M. Mara_t.hi_ 
Ma.Malayalam 
Mai.Maiya~_ (Dardic) 
Malt.Malto 
Ma_lw.Ma_lwa_i_ 
Mand.. Mand.a 
Marw.Ma_rwa_r.i_ 
Md.Maldivian dialect of Sinhalese 
MIA Middle Indo-Aryan 
Mj. Munji_ (Iranian) 
Mth. Maithili_ 
Mu. Mun.d.a_ri (Munda)  
N. Nepa_li 
Nahali 
Nin:g. Nin:gala_mi (Dardic) 
Nk. Naikr.i (dialect of Kolami = LSI, Bhili of Basim; 
Naiki of Chanda) 
OIA Old Indo-Aryan 
Or. Or.iya_ 
P. Punja_bi_ (Paja_bi_) 
Pa. Parji 
Pali  
Pah. Paha_r.i_ 
Pa_Ku. Pa_lu Kur-umba 
Pas'. Pas'ai (Dardic) 
Pe. Pengo 
Phal. Phalu_r.a (Dardic) 
Pkt. Prakrit 
S. Sindhi_ 
Sant. Santa_li_ (Mun.d.a_) 
Sh. Shina (S.in.a_.Dardic) 
Si. Sinhalese 
Sik. Sikalga_ri_ (Mixed Gypsy Language: LSI xi 167) 
Skt. Sanskrit 
Sv. Savi (Dardic) 
Ta.Tamil 
Te.Telugu 
Tir.Tira_hi_ (Dardic) 
To. Toda 
Tor.To_rwa_li_ (Dardic) 
Tu. Tulu 
U. Urdu 
Werch.Werchikwa_r or Wershikwa_r (Yasin dialect of 
Burushaski) 
Wg. Waigali_ or Wai-ala_ (Kafiri) 
Wkh. Wakhi (Iranian) 
Wot..Wot.apu_ri_ (language of Wot.apu_r and 
Kat.a_rqala_. Dardic) 
WPah. West Paha_r.i 

Abbreviations used for  linguistic categories and other languages 

Languages, Epigraphs etym. etymology 
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As'. As'okan inscriptions 
Austro-as. Austro-asiatic (cf. Munda) 
BHSkt. Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit 
(Franklin Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid 
Sanskrit Grammar and Dictionary, 
Newhaven, 1953) 
Dard. Dardic 
Dhp. Ga_ndha_ri or Northwest Prakrit (as 
recorded in the Dharmapada ed. J. 
Brough, Oxford 1962) 
Drav. Dravidian 
IA. Indo-aryan 
IE. Indo-european 
Ind. Indo-aryan of India proper excluding 
Kafiri and Dardic (as classified by R.L. 
Turner) 
KharI. Kharos.t.hi_ inscriptions; Middle 
Indo-aryan forms occurring in Corpus 
Inscriptionum Indicarum Vol. II Pt.I, 
Calcutta, 1929 MIA Middle Indo-aryan 
NiDoc. Language of 'Kharos.t.hi_ 
Inscriptions discovered by Sir Aurel Stein 
in Chinese Turkestan' edited by A.M. 
Boyer, E.J. Rapson, and E. Senart 
Ar.Arabic 
Aram.Aramaic 
Arm.Armenian 
Av. Avestan (Iranian) 
E. English 
Gk. Greek 
Goth. Gothic 
Ishk. Ishka_shmi_ (Iranian) 
Kurd. Kurdish (Iranian) 
Lat. Latin 
Lith.Lithuanian 
OHG. Old High German 
Orm. O_rmur.i_ (Iranian)  
OSlav. Old Slavonic 
Par. Para_ci_ (Iranian) 
Pahl. Pahlavi (Iranian) 
Pers. Persian (Iranian) 

expr.expression 
f./fem. feminine 
fig. figuratively 
fr. from  
fut. future 
gen. genitive 
hon. honorific 
id. idem (having the same meaning) 
imper.imperative 
incl. including 
inf.infinitive 
inj.injunctive 
inscr.inscription 
lex. lexicographical works or Kos'as 
lit. literature 
loc. locative 
m. masculine 
M Middle 
metath. metathesis (of) 
N North 
Na_ Na_ci Na_t.u usage 
Naut. Nautical 
nom.nominative 
nom.prop. nomen proprium (proper name) 
num.numeral(s) 
NWNorth-west 
O Old 
obl. oblique case 
onom.onomatopoeic 
p. page 
part. participle 
pass. passive 
perf. perfect 
perh. perhaps 
phonet.phonetically 
pl. plural 
pp. past participle (passive)  
pres. present 
pron. pronoun 
Pudu. Pudukkottai usage 
redup. reduplicated 
ref. reference(s) 
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Port. Portuguese 
Pr. Prasun (Kafiri) 
Psht. Pashto (Iranian) 
Tib. Tibetan 
Toch. Tocharian 
Turk. Turkish 
Yid. Yidgha (Iranian) 
 
Abbreviations : Grammatical 
 
* hypothetical 
< (is) derived from 
> (has) become 
? doubtful 
Xinfluenced by 
+ extended by 
~ parallel with 
acc.accusative 
adj. adjective 
adv. adverb 
aor. aorist 
caus. causative 
cent. century 
cf. confer (compare) 
cmpd.compound(ed) 
com. commentary, t.i_ka_ 
conj.conjunction 
dat. dative 
dist.fr.distinct from 
du. dual 
E East 
e.g. example 

S South 
sb./subst.substantive 
semant. semantically 
st. stem 
subj. subjunctive 
syn. synonym 
Tinn. Tinnevelly usage 
Tj. Tanjore usage 
usu. usual(ly) 
vais.n..vais.n.ava usage 
vb. verb 
viz. videlicet (namely) 
W West 
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Foreword 

 
I had written a foreword for Dr. Kalyanaraman’s work titled Sarasvati in 2000. As 
promised, he has now followed up this work with an additional seven volumes to 
complete the encyclopaedia on Sarasvati – the river, godess and civilization of 
Bha_rata. 
 
It is a privilege indeed to receive the seven volumes titled:  
 
Sarasvati: Civilization 
Sarasvati: R.gveda 
Sarasvati: River 
Sarasvati: Bharati 
Sarasvati: Technology 
Sarasvati: Language 
Sarasvati: Epigraphs 
 
This septet constitutes a fitting homage to Babasaheb (Uma_ka_nt kes’av) Apte, 
particularly in the wake of the centenary celebrations planned for 2003 in memory of 
this patriot who wanted a presentation of the history of Bha_rata from a Bha_rati_ya 
socio-cultural perspective. 
 
The dream of the late Padmashri Vakankar, archaeologist is also partly fulfilled with 
the delineation of the peoples’ lives over 5,000 years on the banks of the Rivers 
Sarasvati and Sindhu. 
 
The Sarasvati Nadi Shodh Prakalp which is headed by Dr. Kalyanaraman under the guidance of Shri Haribhau 
Vaze, All-India Organizing Secretary, Akhila Bharateeya Itihaasa Sankalana Yojana should be complimented 
for bringing to successful completion this important phase of writing of the history of ancient Bha_rata.   
 
The River Sarasvati has not only been established as ground-truth (bhu_mi satyam),  but the vibrant 
civilization which was nurtured on the banks of this river has been exquisitely unraveled in the five volumes, 
covering virtually all aspects of the lives of the pitr.-s, many of whose a_s’rama-s are venerated even today in 
many parts of Bha_rata. 
 
The seven volumes provide a framework for understanding the writing system evolved ca. 5,300 years ago to 
record the possessions and items traded by metal- and fire-workers, the bharata-s. The language spoken by the 
people is also becoming clearer, with the existence of a linguistic area on the banks of the two rivers – the 
substrata and ad-strata lexemes which seem to match the glyphs of inscribed objects are a testimony to this 
discovery. This calls for a paradigm shift in the study of languages of Bha_rata with particular reference to the 
essential semantic unity of all the language families, thanks to intense socio-economic and cultural interactions 
across the length and breadth of Bha_rata. 
 
Hopefully, this work should generate many more research studies of this kind to further study the impact of the 
civilization on the cultural unity of the nation. 
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It is also heartening to note that work has started to revive the Rivr Sarasvati and to interlink the rivers of 

the country. This will be a garland presented by the children of the country to Bha_rata Ma_ta_ setting up a 
network of about 40,000 kms. Of National Waterways which will complement the Railways system to further 
strengthen the infrastructure facilities and to provide a fillip to development projects in all sectors of the 
economy. 

 

I understand that Kalyanaraman is now embarking on a project to write the history of Dharma. I wish him all 
success in his endeavours.  

 

 

 

 

 

M.N. Pingley 

 

Kaliyugabda 5105. a_s.a_d.ha, Gurupurnima. July 13, 2003 CE. 
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Publisher’s Note 
 
On behalf of Baba Saheb (Umakanta Keshav) Apte Smarak Samiti, it gives me great pleasure to publish the set 
of seven volumes of the encyclopaedic work of Dr. S. Kalyanaraman with over 4,000 illustrations and 
impressive documentation. 
 

Sarasvati: Civilization 
Sarasvati: R.gveda 
Sarasvati: River 
Sarasvati: Bharati 
Sarasvati: Technology 
Sarasvati: Language 
Sarasvati: Epigraphs 
 
This is a follow-up of the first work titled Sarasvati published in 2000 which focused on the River Sarasvati. 
These seven additional volumes focus on the language, writing system, technology – archaeo-metallurgy, in 
particular, the lives of the people who lived between 3500 to 5300 years ago and the importance of this legacy 
and heritage on the history of Bha_rata. 
 
This compendium has been made possible by the contributions made by scientists and scholars of the country 
from a variety of disciplines, ranging from geology and glaciology to atomic research and language studies. 
This comprehensive work on Sarasvati thus constitutes a golden chapter in the work of the Akhila Bharateeya 
Itihaasa Sankalana Yojana, providing the foundation for future works on subsequent periods of the history of 
the nation.  
 
A principal objective of the Baba Saheb (Umakanta Keshav) Apte Smarak Samiti is the authenticated study of 
the history of our nation. For this purpose the Akhila Bharatiya Itihaasa Sankalana Yojana affiliated with the 
Samiti, has been working with a number of scholars and institutions organizing seminars and conferences and 
bringing out publications.  The Samiti is a non-profit, voluntary organization and is entirely supported by 
volunteers and philanthropists.  I wish to thank all the well-wishers and contributors to the Samiti’s work. In 
particular, I would like to acknowledge with gratitude the contribution made by Shri G. Pulla Reddy, Shri 
Ramadas Kamath, and Basudeo Ramsisaria Charitable Trust, ICICI, Government of Goa, in enabling this 
publication. Sincere thanks are due to K. Joshi and Co., and Dr. C.N. Parchure who have undertaken the 
supervision of the publication. 
 
Plans have been initiated to start a national center to study the history of vanava_si people, to produce an 
encyclopaedia on the Hindu World and to organize research centers in all states of the country, to publish a 
series of research volumes on various aspects of the Bharatiya itiha_sa in all languages of Bharat, using 
multimedia presentations.   
 
 
 
 
Haribhau Vaze 
National Organizing Secretary, Akhil Bharatiya Itihaasa Sankalana Yojana and Trustee, Baba Saheb 
(Umakanta Keshav) Apte Smarak Samiti, Bangalore. Kaliyugabda  
5105. a_s.a_d.ha, Gurupurnima. July 13, 2003 CE 
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Author’s Preface 

 
At the outset, I offer my sincere thanks to Moropant Pingley and Haribhau Vaze for 
their encouragement and support in pursuing this endeavour. 
 
What can I say which has not already been said by eminent scientists, scholars and 
thinkers of this great nation? All that I can do is to compile their thoughts and present  
them as I see fit and as a tribute to the memories of our pitr.-s and ma_tr.-s, our 
ancestors who have made us what we are and who have given us the vira_sat 
(heritage). 
 
The septet contains the following volumes: 
 
Sarasvati: Civilization 
Sarasvati: R.gveda 
Sarasvati: River 
Sarasvati: Bharati 
Sarasvati: Technology 
Sarasvati: Language 
Sarasvati: Epigraphs 
 
The enduring nature of the culture of the nation has been a source of awe and 
inspiration for many generations of scholars. 
 
The lives of the r.s.i-s and muni-s who contributed to the solidity of the Bha_rata 
Ra_s.t.ra is a source of inspiration for generations of students of philosophy, politics, 
sociology, spiritual studies, economics and culture.  
 
The earlier work, Sarasvati, published in 2000 focused on the life-history of River 
Sarasvati. This set of seven volumes follow-up on this work to present a comprehensive 
survey of the lives of the people who nurtured a vibrant civilization on the banks of 
River Sarasvati. They were enterprising people who ventured to the banks of River 
Sindhu and beyond and had established a network of interactions which extended as far 
as Mesopotamia in the west and Caspian Sea in the north-west. 
 
The River Sarasvati, flowing over 1,600 kms. from Mt. Kailas (Ma_nasarovar glacier) 
and tributaries emanating from Har-ki-dun (Svarga_rohin.i or Bandarpunch massifs, 
Western Garhwal, Uttaranchal), through Kashmir, Uttaranchal, Himachal Pradesh, 
Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan, and Gujarat made the region lush with  
vegetation and provided a highway for interactions extending through the Gulf of 
Kutch, Gulf of Khambat, the Persian and Arabian Gulfs. The story of this riverine, 
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maritime civilization is the story of an enterprising group of people who were 

wonderstruck by the bounties of nature and had organized themselves into a 
cooperating society to harness the bounties of nature. The Samudra manthanam 
imagery wherein the asura-s and deva-s cooperate in churning the ocean for its riches is 
an allegory of this quest for material well-being while strengthening societal bonds. 

 

This march of history is a saga of adventure, a passion for discovery of new materials 
and new methods of communication using a writing system and communicating orally 
profound thoughts on the cosmic order in relation to humanity. 

 

The next stop is Dharma: a history of Bharatiya Ethos and Thought. 

 

 

Dr. S. Kalyanaraman 

Former Sr. Executive, Asian Development Bank, 

Sarasvati Nadi Shodh Prakalp, 5 Temple Avenue, Chennai 600015, India 

Kalyan97@yahoo.com 

 

Kaliyugabda 5105. a_s.a_d.ha, Gurupurnima. July 13, 2003 CE 
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Sarasvati Hieroglyphs: Mlecchita 
Vikalpa 

 
A tribute to Bharatiya enterprise and an acknowledgement to scholars 
 
At the outset, a tribute should be paid to many savants who have provided us with enormous resources related to 
and analyses of the epigraphs of Sarasvati Civilization. These epigraphs are commonly referred to in the context 
of 'Indus Script'. This work has been made possible by the brilliant contributions made by many scholars who 
have devoted their lives over the last 180 years to the study of Bharatiya civilization.  
 
The author dedicates this work, which is merely a samhita_, to the scientists and devoted researchers who set in 
search of the River Sarasvati and succeeded in tracing the course of this Vedic river over a staggering distance of 
1600 kms. from Manasaraovar to Somnath and to those scholars who have contributed to a better understanding 
of the indigenous roots and autochthonous evolution of the civilization.  
 
The samhita_ is merely a tool used to crack the code of the hieroglyphs and to delineate the glosses of an ancient 
language of Bharat dated to circa 5500 years Before Present. 
 
While claiming that the code of the hieroglyphs has been summarily cracked, without any need for special 
pleading, the work presents the hieroglyphs which speak for themselves, rebus, lexeme by lexeme and glyph by 
glyph by simply tagging every glyph with a lexeme and its homonym in the ancient languages of Bharat. This 
provides the framework for delineating the glosses of Mleccha, the dialect which Vidura and Yudhis.t.hira spoke 
in the Maha_bha_rata. 
 
In the context of the evidence presented in this work of the ground-truth of River Sarasvati which constituted the 
substratum support for the 'Indus (or more appropriately Bharatiya' Civilization), these epigraphs containing 
exquisite examples of glyptic art, will be referred to as the Sarasvati Hieroglyphs. 
 
The epigraphs are inscribed on about 4,000 objects which include seals, tablets, copper plates and even weapons 
themselves. The inscribed objects have been found from over 40 sites spread across a vast area of the civilization 
extending from Ropar on the banks of River Sutlej across the Persian Gulf to Ur in the Tigris-Euphrates doab of 
Mesopotamia and from Daimabad on the banks of River Pravara (tributary of River Godavari) across Central 
Asia and Fergana Valley to Tepe Yahya on the Caspian Sea. 
 
The search for minerals and metals and for inventions of new alloys took Bharatiya from the banks of River 
Sarasvati, far and wide, establishing contacts with contemporary civilizations of Egypt, Mesopotamia, Europe 
and perhaps also Thailand (where evidence for early bronze age has been discovered).  
 
It is no mere coincidence that (1) the lexeme bharatiya means 'caster of metals' in Gujarati and (2) the name of a 
script which diffused out of Bharat was called Brahmi , another name for Sarasvati, divinity va_k, lingua franca. 

 
 
Concordance lists 
 
A number of concordances and sign lists have been compiled, by many scholars, for the 'Indus' script:   
 
Langdon, Mohenjodaro and the Indus Civilization, London, 1931, vol. II, pp. 434-55  
Gadd and Smith, Mohenjodaro and the Indus Civilization, London,1931,, vol. III, Pls. CXIX-CXXIX  
Vats, Excavations at Harappa, Calcutta, 1940, vol. II, Pls. CV-CXVI  
Hunter, G.R., Scripts of Harappa and Mohenjodaro, 1934, pp. 203-10  
Hunter, G.R., JRAS, 1932, pp. 491-503  
Dani, A.H., Indian Palaeography, 1963, Pls. I-II  
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Parpola et al., Materials for the study of the Indus script, I: A concordance to the Indus Inscriptions, 

1973, pp. xxii-xxvi  
Mahadevan, I., The Indus Script: Texts, concordance and tables, Delhi, 1977, pp. 32-35  
Koskenniemi, Kimmo and Asko Parpola, Corpus of texts in the Indus script, Helsinki, 1979; A concordance to 
the texts in the Indus script, Helsinki, 1982  
Parpola, Asko, Deciphering the Indus Script, London, 1994, pp.70-78   
 
Corpus of Indus Seals and Inscriptions Volumes 1 and 2 
 
An outstanding contribution to the study of the script problem is the publication of the Corpus of Indus Seals 
and Inscriptions (CISI) Two volumes have been published so far:    
 
Corpus of Indus Seals and Inscriptions, 1. Collections in India, Helsinki, 1987 (eds. Jagat Pati Joshi and Asko 
Parpola) 
Corpus of Indus Seals and Inscriptions, 2. Collections in Pakistan, Helsinki, 1991 (eds. Sayid Ghulam 
Mustafa Shah and Asko Parpola) 
[A third volume containing other collections outside India and Pakistan is yet to appear (2003).]   
 
These volumes co-authored by Asko Parpola constitute the photographic corpus. The CISI contains all the 
seals including those without any inscriptions, for e.g. those with the geometrical motif called the ‘svastika’.   
Parpola’s initial corpus (1973) included a total number of 3204 texts. After compiling the pictorial corpus, 
Parpola notes that there are approximately 3700 legible inscriptions (including 1400 duplicate inscriptions, i.e. 
with repeated texts). Both the concordances of Parpola and Mahadevan complement each other because of the 
sort sequence adopted. Parpola’s concordance was sorted according to the sign following the indexed sign. 
Mahadevan’s concordance was sorted according to the sign preceding the indexed sign. The latter sort 
ordering helps in delineating signs which occur in final position.  
 
Bibliographies of decipherment attempts 
 
There have been over 100 claims of decipherment (2001). The general consensus of research scholars is that 
none of the claims can be deemed to have succeeded. The reasons generally adduced for treating all of them as 
failed attempts is that there is no rosetta stone to validate the decipherment. (Rosetta stone was a multilingual 
epigraph which provided a proof for the successful decipherment of Egyptian hieroglyphs). 
 
This work presents some rosetta stones (over 8000 clusters of lexemes from all languages of Bharat and some 
epigraphs, with comparable hieroglyphs, on inscribed objects of neighbouring civilizations) and also provides 
a method for cracking the code of hieroglyphs of the civilization.  
 
The method is, as in the case of Egyptian hieroglyphs, rebus. The hieroglyphs are read as rebus lexemes. All 
the hieroglyphs are read in the context of the work of the braziers who created the epigraphs. The 'script' is not 
syllabic, not alphabetic, but lexemic.  
 
The reliability of the code used for hieroglyphs will be tested for almost all the 4000 inscribed objects. The 
language of the civilization is Mleccha and the code has been described as  
Mlecchita Vikalpa in Bharatiya tradition. Mlecchita Vikalpa (Cypher writing) is listed as one of the 64 arts. 
Mleccha is a dialect spoken by Vidura and Yudhis.t.hira in the Maha_bha_rata.  
 
The consistency with which the hieroglyphs can be explained as the tools-of-trade of braziers and metal-, fire-
workers of Bharat will stand the tests needed for any sucessful decipherment claim. No special pleading is 
advanced. The hieroglyphs will speak for themselves as the lexemes of Mleccha unfold as a legacy of 
Bharatiya language repertoire. 
 
A remarkable conclusion emerges. Mleccha was the substratum which can explain the dialectical continuum of 
Bharat, for glosses in the dialects of Munda, Dravidian and Indo-Aryan. This declares a paradigm change in 
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language studies. The languages of Bharat circa 5500 years Before Present constituted a linguistic area 

with a semantic unity consistent with the cultural unity of the nation from Manasarovar to Kanyakumari and 
from Somnath to Gauhati, along 7500 km. long coastline and along the foot-hills of Himalayan ranges which 
stretch from Teheran (Iran) to Hanoi (Vietnam). 
 
A comprehensive bibliography appears in Parpola, Deciphering the Indus Script, London, 1994, pp. 303-348.  
 
Compendia of the efforts made since the discovery by Gen. Alexander Cunningham, in 1875, of the first 
known Indus seal (British Museum 1892-12-10, 1), to decipher the script appear in the following references:  
 
Kalyanaraman, S., Indus Script: A bibliography, Manila, 1988  
Mahadevan, I., What do we know about the Indus Script? Neti neti (‘Not this nor that’), Presidential Address, 
section 5, Indian History Congress, 49th Session, Dharwar, 2-4 November 1988, Madras..  
Possehl, Gregory, Indus Age: the writing system, Delhi, 1996  
Richard Meadow and Jonathan Mark Kenoyer, 1997, Excavations at Harappa 1994-1995: new perspectives on 
the Indus script, craft activities, and city organization, in: Raymond Allchin and Bridget Allchin, 1997, South 
Asian Archaeology 1995, Oxford and IBH Publishing, pp. 157-163. 
 
A corpus of  Sarasvati Hieroglyphs 
 
Based on these resources and from the collections of inscribed objects held in many museums of the world, 
such as the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the corpus of Sarasvati epigraphs includig lists of Sarasvati 
hieroglyphs, has been made comprehensive to include almost all facets of glyptic art of Sarasvati Civilization. 
The corpus also includes texts of inscriptions, corresponding to the epigraphs inscribed on objects. The 
compilation is based mostly on published photographs in archaeological reports right from the days of 
Alexander Cunningham who discovered a seal at Harappa in 1875, of Langdon at Mohenjodaro (1931) and of 
Madhu Swarup Vats at Harappa (1940). The corpus includes objects collected in Bha_rata, Pakistan, other 
countries and the finds of the excavations at Harappa by Kenoyer and Meadow during the season 1994-1995. 
 
Framework for decoding epigraphs of Sarasvati Sindhu Civilization 
 
This is also intended to serve as a pictorial and text index to Mahadevan Concordance and to the two volumes 
published so far of pictorial corpus of Parpola et al. 
 
Texts are indexed to the text numbers of Mahadevan concordance. The choice of this concordance is based on 
four factors: (a) the concordance is priced at a reasonable cost; (b) it is a true concordance for every sign of the 
corpus to facilitate an analysis of the frequency of occurrence of a sign and the context of other sign 
clusters/sequences in relation to a sign and for researchers to cross-check on the basic references for the 
inscribed objects; (c) the exquisite nature of orthography is notable and ‘readings’ are authentic, even for very 
difficult to read inscriptions; and (d) signs and variants of signs have been delineated with cross-references to 
selected text readings. 
 
Mahadevan concordance excludes inscribed objects which do not contain ‘texts’; for example, this 
concordance excludes about 50 seals inscribed with the ‘svastika_’ pictorial motif and a pectoral which 
contains the pictorial motif of a one-horned bull with a device in front and an over-flowing pot. Parpola 
concordance has been used to present such objects which also contain valuable orthographic data which may 
assist in decoding the inscriptions. Many broken objects are also contained in Parpola concordance which are 
useful, in many cases, to count the number of objects with specific ‘field symbols’, a count which also 
provides some valuable clues to support the decoding of the messages conveyed by the ‘field symbols’ which 
dominate the object space. 
 
Cross-references to excavation numbers, publications, photographs and the museum numbers based on which 
these texts have been compiled are provided in Appendix V: List of Inscribed Objects (pages 818 to 829) in 
Iravatham Mahadevan, 1977, The Indus Script: Texts, Concordance and Tables, Memoirs of the 
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Archaeological Survey of India No. 77, New Delhi, Archaeological Survey of India, Rs. 250. In most 

cases, these text numbers are matched with the inscribed objects after Asko Parpola concordance [Two 
volumes: Rs. 21,000: 1. Jagat Pati Joshi and Asko Parpola, eds., 1987, Corpus of Indus Seals and Inscriptions: 
1. Collections in India, Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India No. 86, Helsinki, Suomalainen 
Tiedeakatemia; 2. Sayid Ghulam Mustafa Shah and Asko Parpola, eds., 1991, Corpus of Indus Seals and 
Inscriptions: 2. Collections in Pakistan, Memoirs of the Department of Archaeology and Museums, Govt. of 
Pakistan, Vol. 5, Helsinki, Suomalainen Tiedeakatemia]. Memoir of ASI No. 96 Corpus of Indus Seals and 
Inscriptions, Vol. II by Asko Parpola, B.M. Pande and Petterikoskikallio (containing copper tablets) is in press 
(December 2001). 
 
The debt owed to Shri Iravatham Mahadevan, Dr. Asko Parpola, Archaeological Survey of India, Department 
of Archaeology and Museums, Govt. of Pakistan and Finnish Academy for making this presentation possible 
is gratefully acknowledged. I am grateful to Iravatham Mahadevan who made available to me his annotated 
personal copy of a document which helped in collating the texts with the pictures of inscribed objects. [Kimmo 
Koskenniemi and Asko Parpola, 1980, Cross references to Mahadevan 1977 in: Documentation and 
Duplicates of the Texts in the Indus Script, Helsinki, pp. 26-32]. 
 
Abbreviations and references to hieroglyphs and text transcripts 
 
m-Mohenjodaro 
h-Harappa 
 
ABCDE at the end of a reference number indicate side numbers of an inscribed object. Multiple seal 
impressions on the same object are numbered 1 to 4. 
 
At the end of the reference number: 
 
‘a’ sealing; ‘bangle’ inscription on bangle or bangle fragment; other objects: shell, ivory stick, ivory plaque, 
ivory cube, faience ornament, steatite ornament; ‘ct’ copper tablet; ‘Pict-‘ Pictorial motifs ( 0 to 145) described 
as illustrations of field-symbols in Appendix III of Mahadevan corpus (pp. 793 to  813); ‘it’ inscribed tablet; 
‘si’ seal impression; ‘t’ tablet 
 
 
Illegible inscribed objects are excluded in the following tabulations. Many potsherds Rahmandheri and 
Nausharo are excluded since the ‘signs’ are considered to be potters’ marks; only those inscriptions 
which appear to have parallels of field symbols or ‘signs’ in the corpus are included. 
 
Pitfalls of normalising orthography of some glyphs 
 
Parpola (1994) identifies 386 (+12?) signs (or graphemes) and their variant forms. Mahadevan (1977) 
identifies 419 graphemes; out of these 179 graphemes have variants totalling 641 forms. [See Sign List and 
Variants]. 
Parpola observes: "…the grapheme count might be as low as 350…The total range of signs once present 
in the Indus script is certain to have been greater than is observable now, for new signs have kept 
turning up in new inscriptions. The rate of discovery has been fairly low, though, and the new signs have 
more often been ligatures of two or more signs already known as separate graphemes than entirely new 
signs." (Parpola, 1994, p. 79) 
 
As earlier discussed, many ‘signs’ are ligatures of two or more ‘signs’.  
 
In the process of normalizing the orthography of some glyphs to identify the core ‘signs’ of the script, some 
information is lost and at times, the process itself impedes the possibility of decoding the writing system. This 
can be demonstrated by (1) the ‘identification’ of a ‘squirrel’ glyph and (2) the failure to identify ‘dotted 
circle’ or ‘stars’ as glyphs. 
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It is, therefore, necessary to view the inscribed object as a composite message composed of glyphs: pictorial 
motifs and signs alike. 
 
Duplicate epigraphs 
 
Though the corpus is limited, it is surprising that there is a substantial number of duplicate inscriptions; this 
has become apparent from the recent report of excavations at Harappa (1993 to 1995 seasons). Obviously, the 
inscriptions do not represent not ‘names’ of owners. The inscriptions could simply be ‘functions’ performed 
by or the ‘professional title’ of the person who carried the inscribed object on his wrist (or as a pendant 
attached to a necklace) or the list of objects he/she was invoicing for trade (as bill of lading) or to list 
possessions of property items listed).   
This hypothesis gets re-inforced by (1) the finds of inscriptions on copper tablets (again, with many duplicates 
– all apparently made by a metal-worker and hence may relate to metal objects produced, say, in an armoury); 
and (2) the presence of over 200 inscribed objects with no sign (only pictorial motif) or just one or two signs. 
[The signs could hardly have been alphabets or syllables since there are not many ‘names’ attested in the 
historical periods with just one or two syllables.]   
In the Bharatiya tradition, the use of copper plate inscriptions served the purpose of recording property 
transactions, listing possessions of property items. 
‘Fish’ glyph on gold pendant 

 
A fish sign, preceded by seven short numeral 
strokes, also appears on a gold pendant: Golden 

pendant with inscription from jewelry hoard at Mohenjo-daro. Drawing of inscription that 
encircles the gold ornament. Needle-like pendant with cylindrical body. Two other examples, one 
with a different series of incised signs were found together. The pendant is made from a hollow 
cylinder with soldered ends and perforated point. Museum No. MM 1374.50.271; Marshall 1931: 
521, pl. CLI, B3. [After Fig. 4.17a, b in: JM Kenoyer, 1998, p. 196]. 
 
kanac konoc, kana kona, kana kuni ‘the corners, in the corners’ (Santali) 
 

Line 1: read from right: kanac (corner); rebus: kan~cu (bronze) or kana (kan- ‘copper’); two short linear 
strokes (kin ‘two’); rebus: gina ‘metal vessel’. 
 
Two short linear strokes is a dominant glyph which is depicted as a superscript to the ‘diamond’ glyph and 

also to the ‘nave of spoked wheel’ glyph.  
 
The man:gal.asu_tra worn by many married women in Bharat carry glyphs on the pendants, not unlike the 
glyphs on the Sarasvati epigraphs. The gold pendant discovered at Mohenjodaro could be such a 
man:gal.asu_tra (ta_li) conveying stri_dhana or possessions of the bride as she came into the bride’s 
household. 
 

Thus, it can be surmised that the sign which precedes the “ glyph may be either a metal or related to the 
processes of fire-work by metallurgists:  
 
‘diamond’ glyph connotes ‘bronze’ metal;  
the ‘nave of spoked wheel’ glyph connotes ‘copper’ metal. 
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That this sign (spoked-wheel) occurs with two-short strokes (barea, two) and ligatured with an arch on 

zebu seals and on inscribed weapon provides a concordance on the general tenor of the message conveyed by 
the Dholavira sign-board: the workshop of a turner, kut.ha_ru, armourer, turner who can carve into metal. {If 
the circle with spokes and a nave is era(ka) [copper metal], the two linear strokes may connote kin = two; 
rebus: gina = metal vessel [Alternative: barea (two) = rebus homonym, bar.ea = blacksmith, i.e. copper-
smith.]}  
 

adar = splinter (Santali); rebus: adaru = native metal (Ka.) 
 
Alternative: kin = two (Santali); rebus: gina 
= metal vessel (Kond.a) Alternative: bar, 
barea = two (Santali.lex.). 
 
Meaningful set of signs to keep track of 

goods 
 

Early potters’ marks from Rehman Dheri ca. 3500-2600 BCE [After Durrani et al. 1995]. 
 
Early script from Harappa, ca. 3300-2600 BCE. [After Fig. 4.3 in JM Kenoyer, 1998]. 
 
Chronology and Contacts: Writing begins circa 3500 BCE 
 
“ • ca. 6500–2600 BCE Early Neolithic communities are gradually linked in extensive trading networks across 
the Sarasvati Sindhu Valley region. The period is characterized by the elaboration of ceramics, the beginning 
of s'ankha (turbinella pyrum) industry (Nausharo, 6500 BCE), copper metallurgy, stone bead making, and seal 
carving. The beginning of writing is seen in the form of graffiti on pottery from circa 3500 BCE. A more 
complicated writing system seems to have developed out of or in conjunction with this pottery-marking 
system; examples exist from around 2800 BCE. 
 
• ca. 2600–1400 BCE An integrated urban culture flourishes in the northwest, producing large-scale 
settlements with advanced grid-pattern urban planning and an abundance of material remains, including 
terracotta, metal, stone sculpture, seals, and coins. Large cities such as Mohenjo Daro and Harappa in present-
day Pakistan prosper through trade with cultures to the west, and smaller settlements expand through the plains 
of present-day Pakistan and Northern Bharat. Numerous seals, some copper plates and a few weapons have 
been found featuring a complex writing system. A seal was found in Daimabad (1400 BCE) with the unique 
glyph of a rimmed, short-necked jar. Some images on these seals—of bulls, horned headdresses, and figures 
seated in yoga-like postures—possibly relate to later cultural and spiritual developments in Bharat and use of 
copper plate inscriptions for recording property/economic transactions. 
 
Anthropomorph, ca. 1500 B.C. India, Uttar Pradesh  Copper; 8 1/4 x 11 9/16 in. (21 x 29.3 cm) “In 
India, find spots for ancient copper objects are located primarily in the basin of the Ganges River in modern-
day Uttar Pradesh. The hoards, which contained celts, harpoons, rings, and figural sculptures loosely identified 

as anthropomorphs, date to a period of Indian history about which little is known. Although it 
is now generally assumed that these copper objects were made by indigenous people living in 
the area, the function and meaning of the objects remain unclear. Made from molds and then 
embellished with hammering, anthropomorphs are characterized by semicircular heads resting 
directly upon the shoulders, volutelike arms held akimbo, and pointed open legs.”• ca. 1900–
1300 B.C. The "Late Harappan" period is characterized by the breakdown of the previously 

integrated culture of the Indus Valley region into small, localized groups. This period coincides with the 
development and spread of the Indo-Gangetic tradition, from circa 1900 to 800 B.C.”  
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/ht/02/ssa/ht02ssa.htm 
 
Bharatiya tradition of copper plate inscriptions 
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Some glyphs on line 1: kut.hi  = tree; rebus: kut.hi  = smelting 
furnace; kos.t.ha_ga_ra = storehouse; s'u_la = spear; cu_l.a = kiln; 
kan.d.kanka = rim of jar; rebus: copper furnace; bat.a = quail; 
rebus: kiln. 
 
The Sohgaura copper plate refers to a pair of kos.t.ha_ga_ra (dva_ra 
kot.t.haka); the two storehouses described as tri-garbha (i.e. having 
three rooms) are illustrated on line 1. (Fleet, JRAS, 1907). The 
illustrations indicate that the three rooms are in three storeys, with 
supporting pillars clearly seen. The inscription refers to the junction 

of three highways named Manavati, in two villages called Dasilimita and Usagama. The storehouses were 
made at this junction for the goods of people using the highways, which are indicated in line 3 by mentioning 
the three places to and from which they led. One of the names give is reognized by Fleet as Chanchu. (Fleet, 
JRAS, 63, 1894 proceedings, 86, plate, IA 25. 262; cf. Sohgaura copper plate/B.M. Barua. The Indian 
Historical Quarterly, ed. Narendra Nath Law. Reprint. 41) 
 
Origin of Brahmi script 
 
There is evidence for the diffusion of scripts from Bharat to eastern parts of Asia, during the historical periods. 
Researches on the origins of early scripts of Bharat are ongoing and there is no consensus on the origins of 
Brahmi, while there is agreement that the use of Brahmi is dated to 5th century BCE. There are some scholars 
who argue that Brahmi was an invention in Bharat, based primarily on the syllabic nature of the script and the 
inconsistencies in the formation of glyphs for aspirate consonants. 
"Several recent publications have questioned prevailing doctrines and offered new views on the antiquity of 
writing in early India and on the source and early development of the Indian scripts (Brâhmî and Kharo.s.thî). 
Most of the new studies agree in assigning the origin of these scripts to a later period, i.e. the early Mauryan 
era (late 4th- mid 3rd centuries BC), than has generally been done in the past, and in deriving them from 
prototypes in Semitic or Semitic-derived scripts. The main works to be evaluated here are Oskar von Hinüber's 
Der Beginn der Schrift und frühe Schriftlichkeit in Indien and Harry Falk's Schrift im alten Indien. Ein 
Forschungsbericht mit Anmerkungen . Also discussed are two recent articles on similar topics, Gérard 
Fussman's "Les premiers systèmes d'écriture en Inde" and Kenneth R. Norman's "The Development of Writing 
in India and its Effect upon the Pâli Canon,"  as well as some other relevant publications. The authority and 
significance of this new trend toward assigning a late date of origin for the Indian scripts is evaluated and 
placed in the context of broader historical and cultural issues... Bühler argued for an early origin of writing in 
India and posited an extensive pre-history, going as far back as the 8th century BC, for the Brâhmî script, 
which he derived from the Phoenician script... In general, some form or other of Bühler's essential thesis that 
Brâhmî was developed out of a Semitic prototype in pre-Mauryan India has been accepted by most scholars in 
the west, but rejected by the majority of South Asian experts, who generally argue for a separate and 
indigenous origin for the Indic scripts, often by way of derivation, direct or indirect, from the Indus script.  . 
Kenneth R. Norman's article on "The Development of Writing in India and its Effect upon the Pâli Canon" 
follows a more traditional path. He analyzes certain patterns of textual variation in Pali texts (e.g. hatthivattika 
/ hattivatika , pp.239--40, and samaya / samâja , p.241) which seem to reflect an early redaction in a script 
which did not represent geminate consonants or differentiate vowel length, and identifies this script as an early 
prototype of Brâhmî used in Magadha in pre-Mauryan times (p.243). Norman finds it "difficult to accept that 
Brâhmî was devised as a single complete writing system at one and the same time during the reign of 
Candragupta" (p.245),  and considers it "even less likely that Brâhmî was invented at the time of Ashoka for 
the specific purpose of writing his inscriptions... there is no concrete evidence that the writing referred to by 
observers such as Nearchos and Pâ.nini in northwestern India in and around the 4th century was Aramaic, 
rather than Indian, i.e. Kharo.s.thî; here von Hinüber (quoted above) has wisely left the door open by allowing 
for the possibility of a "very early form" of Kharo.s.thî..." (p.246)... Still, we should not fall into the trap of 
thinking that the last word has been spoken. Admittedly, it hardly seems likely, after all the years of waiting, 
searching, and the dashing of false hopes, that some major archaeological discovery will reveal a whole new 
picture of the origins of writing in the Indian heartland, or reveal a sustainable (rather than purely hypothetical) 
connection with the Indus script. Nevertheless, it would be unwise to rule out surprises in the future, and we 
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should leave the door open, as does Falk (p.340), to discoveries that could revive theories of an early 

development of Brâhmî. But we must also agree, if reluctantly, with his final sentence: "Zur Zeit erscheint 
dieser Fall jedoch kaum zu erwarten" (p.340)."(Richard Salomon, On the origin of the early Indian Scripts: A 
review article, Journal of the American Oriental Society 115.2 (1995), 271-279). 

.  

Diffusion of scripts from Bharat 
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Bharatiya tradition of glyphs on punch-marked coins 

 
Pre-mauryan punch-marked coins 
 
Punch-marked coins from 5th cent. BCE, from many parts of Bharat, depict many glyphs, many of which are 
comparable to the glyphs depicted on inscribed objects of the Sarasvati Sindhu Civilization.  
 
As the hieroglyphic code unravels, the meaning of the glyphs and their importance in the context of the lives 
of braziers is reinforced. Many glyphs are property possessions of lapidaries and metallurgists and evoke the 
tools of trade – furnaces, minerals and metals -- used in the smithy. 
 
It is hypothesised that the inscriptions on copper plates and the symbols on punch-marked coins are the work 
of inheritors of the Sarasvati brazier-tradition.  
 
This cultural tradition explains why copper plates are used for property transactions during the historical 
periods and also explains why many symbols on punch-marked coins are directly comparable with the 
Sarasvati hieroglyphs.  
 
This is the most emphatic evidence for discerning the cultural continuity into historical periods of the tradition 
whose roots are to be found on the banks of River Sarasvati, dating back to 5,500 years Before Present. 
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[Pl.8, Local Tribal coin symbols: Ujjayini, Tripuri, Ayodhya, Almore, Pa_n~ca_la, Arjuna_yana (1-3), 
Ra_janya (3,6,8), Uddehika, Audumbara, Kun.inda, Kuluta, Vr.s.n.i, Yaudheya, Ks.atrapa, S’a_tava_hana] 
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[After Pl. 10 to 13 in: Savita Sharma, 1990, Early Indian Symbols: Numismatic evidence, Delhi, Agam 

Kala Prakashan] 
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18. Spatulas, iron (of surgical purpose), Sirkap, Taxila, stratum II 
(pl. 185, b = no. 363); 19. hairpins, gold, Sirkap, Taxila, stratum II 
(no. 101, Marshall); 20,21 bronze buckle, Sirkap, Taxila, stratum 
II, no. 31 (Marshall); 22. Torque of solid gold, Sirkap, Taxila, 
stratum I (pl. 195, J = no. 147, Marshall); 23. Reddish sand stone 
stool, Sirkap, Taxila, stratum II (pl. 140, Marshall)[Pl. XXIII] 
 
In the following illustrations, the punch-marked symbols on coins 
are sequenced from left to right by cultural periods at each find-
site: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
[Pl. 2, N: Sahet-Mahet punch-marked coins symbols] 

 
[Pl. 3, M,N: Singavaran punch-marked coin symbols] 

 
 
Pl. 5, A to C, Amaravati punch-marked coin symbols] 

 
Pl. 5, D, Punch-marked copper coins, Madhipur] 

 
[Pl. 5, E, Uninscribed cast coins] 

 
[Pl. 5, F, G, Eran punch-marked local coin symbols] 
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[Pl.5, J, Ahichhatra, punch-marked local coin symbols] 

 
[Pl.5, K, Kada, punch-marked local coin symbols] 

 
[Pl. 5, L, Kanauj, punch-marked local coin symbols] 

 
[Pl. 5, M, Mathura, punch-marked local coin symbols] 

 
[Pl. 5, N, O, P, Taxila, punch-marked local coin symbols] 

 
[Pl. 6, A, Shamiawala (Lucknow Museum) Uttara Pa_n~ca_la Ahicchatra (Type I) punch-marked coin 
symbols] 
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Map showing hoard sites of punch-marked coins 
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Method to decode sets or categories of 

inscribed objects 
 
Linguistic area of Sarasvati Civilization 
 
A major problem in establishing the continuity of the Bha_rati_ya civilization beyond ca. 1300 BCE is the 
as yet unresolved problem of the decoding of the inscriptions of the Sarasvati-Sindhu civilization.  
 
The underlying hypothesis of the analysis presented herein is that the Bha_rati_ya languages constitute the 
core legacy from the linguistic area of this civilization. 
 
A simple step is attempted and presented, based on the orthographic-semantic framework that the epigraphs 
are composed of hieroglyphs which can be read rebus. 
The pictorials in inscriptions on media unearthed in archaeological excavations (and taken from the 
exquisite corpuses of Mahadevan and Parpola) are tagged to the morphemes of the languages of Bharat.  
 
Using the rebus principle, homonyms with substantive meanings are identified: such as the tools of 
jeweller-smithy, turner, silver-trader.  

 
End Notes contain a select list of lexemes of languages of Bha_rata related principally to economic activities. 
There is a traditional reference to the nidhi-s of Kubera; they may be relatable to the following semantics, all 
tools of trade of braziers: mukunda = quicksilver (IL 1973); kunda = turner; s'ankha = turbinella pyrum; 
padmaka = redwood tree, prunus cerasoides; kharva = baked pottery (karuvu 'embossed work')  
 
Phonemic balance is sought to be established in a number of sets of concordance between 'image' words and 
'tools-of-trade' words. 
 
Each concordance set has two categories of lexemes: 
 
words which are adaptable for hieroglyphic representation ('image' words); 
words related to the artefacts of the bronze-age civilization ('tool or product' words). 
 
Many inscribed objects have recurrent glyphs. The graphemes of the script are vividly hieroglyphic as seen in 
many signs. 
 
The sign list in a perspective snapshot presents a number of variants and ligatures which reinforce the 
hieroglyphic nature of orthography and a unique use of ligatured glyphs. 
 
Justification for the use of rebus method  
 
Through a number of monographs, superb structural analyses of the inscriptions have been done by both 
Parpola and Mahadevan. The analyses point to the use of most of the signs as representing ‘nouns’. 
 
The use of the rebus methodology is justified on the following evidence and analysis:  
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The pictographs to which 'sound-bites' need to be tagged, as keys to the process of decoding the 

inscriptions, cover a wide range and number of inscribed objects as shown by the following frequencies (out of 
13,372 occurrences of signs and 100 pictorial motifs (the frequencies are only indicative numbers, hence, 
approximate and are subject to change as the orthography of many pictographs and signs get more precisely 
identified): 
 
Hieroglyphs and frequencies of occurrence on epigraphs 
 

One-horned bull with a pannier  1159 + 5 (with two horns) 
Shor-horned bull 95 +2 (in opposition) 
Zebu or Bra_hman.i bull 54 
Buffalo 14 
Elephant 55 + 1 (horned) 
Tiger (including tiger looking back) 16 + 5 (horned) 
Boar 39 + 1 (in opposition) 
Goat-antelope 36 + 1 (flanking a tree) 
Ox-antelope 26 
Hare 10 +1 (object shaped like hare) 
Ligatured animal 41 
Alligator 49 
Fish 14 (objects shaped like fish); fish also a sign 
Frog 1 
Serpent 10 
 
 
 
Tree 

34 + 1 (leaves); leaf also a sign 
tebr.a, tebor. = thrice (Santali) 
ta(m)bra = copper (Pkt.); tibira  = copper 
merchant (Akkadian) 

Dotted circle 

 
67 
ghan:ghar ghon:ghor ‘full of holes’ 
(Santali); rebus: kan:gar ‘portable furnace 
(K.) 

Svastika 23 rebus: satthiya_ ‘dagger, knife’ (Pkt.) 
satva 'zinc' (Ka.) 

Endless-knot 
Double-axe 

 

4 
14 (inscribed objects shaped like axe) 

Standard device (lathe, portable furnace) 19 
Rimmed narrow-necked jar 1395 
Fish signs 1241 
Leaf signs 100 
Spoked wheel 203 
Cart frame + wheels 26 
Sprout (or, tree stylized) 800 
Water-carrier 220 
Scorpion 106 
Claws (of crab) 130 + 90 (shaped like pincers) 
Arrow (spear) 227 
Rimless, wide-mouthed pot 350 

 
Frequency range No. of signs Total sign 

occurrences 
Percentage Cumulative 

percentags 
1000 or more 1 1395 10.43 10.43 
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999-500 1 649 4.85 15.28 
499-100 31 6344 47.44 62.72 
99-50 34 2381 17.81 80.53 
49-10 86 1833 13.71 94.24 
9-2 152 658 4.92 99.16 
Only once 112 112 .84 100.00 

 
Thus, only 67 signs account for a total of 80.53 percent of all occurrences of signs on inscribed objects.[After 
Mahadevan, 1977: 17]. 
 
Unit of analysis: inscribed object 
 
We have to be very cautious in interpreting the individual signs and individual pictorials; because, given the 
small size of the corpus, virtually ANY lexemic or phonemic or even artistic (cultural) value may be assigned 
and ANY language may be read into the inscriptions, if inscriptions they are, ‘readable’ in a language and do 
not merely represent artistic extravaganzas.  
 
Total objects presented in Parpola pictorial corpuses and Mahadevan concordance are a statistically small 
population, further fragmented due to the 400 to 500 signs (including variants and ligatures of basic signs) and 
over 100 (including variants and pictorial ligatures yielding the so-called 'fabulous' animals categories). Thus, 
statistical stratification techniques assuming a normal distribution of population cannot provide statistically 
verifiable results. 
 
Hence, an inscribed object is the unit of analysis. 
 
Considering that as many as 273 (111 + 42 + 120) inscriptions are communicated using two signs or less (with 
or without a pictorial motif or 'field symbol'), it may not be appropriate to assign syllabic or alphabetic values 
to each sign or each pictorial. Each pictorial or each sign may contain a 'word' or 'lexeme'.(Unless, of course, 
the entire messaging system is cryptographic using 'syllabic' or 'alphabetic' codes; this we think, is unlikely 
considering the nature of the cylinder seals in Mesopotamia mainly with pictorials used to convey movable 
property items.)  
 
One clue emerges from the fact that there are inscribed object with only pictorials (i.e. without any sign 
constituting a ‘text’): the pictorials are as important as signs and must be 'deciphered' to understand the 
message conveyed by the inscription on an object. 
 
Another clue may be surmised considering that there are inscribed objects with just a single sign: a sign by 
itself may constitute a message and hence may be a lexeme.  
 
Nature of objects with epigraphs 
 
Possessions and objects made could be described on epigraphs on many types of objects, such as: seals, 
tablets, copper plates, bangles and even on a monumental display-board (like an advertisement hoarding). 
 
The frequencies in parenthesis are based on Mahadevan conordance (which excludes objects that do not 
contain a 'sign'); the actual numbers will be higher based on the more comprehensive Parpola photo corpus 
which includes inscriptions containing only pictorials. 
 
Seals (1814)  
Tablets (in bas-relief or inscribed) (511)*[including Seal Impressions]  
Miniature tablets (of stone, terracotta or faience) (272)  
Copper tablets (plates) (135)  
Bronze implements/weapons (11)  
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Seal Impressions*  

Pottery graffitii (119)  
Ivory or bone rods (29)  
Inscribed on stone, bracelets (or, bangles), Ivory plaque, Ivory dice, Carnelian tablet, Terracotta ball, Brick 
(15)  
Display-board (Dholavira or Kotda with 10 signs, possibly atop a gateway) (1) 
 
Almost all the miniature tablets are from Harappa; almost all copper tablets are from Mohenjodaro. An 
inference is that the miniature tablets served the same function as the copper tablets which evidence repetitive 
messages or sign sequences.  
 
Many epigraphs could have been recorded only by metal-smith-fire-workers 
 
This classification provides a clue as to the function served by many inscriptions: inscriptions on bronze 
implements/weapons (11) and copper tablets (135) could perhaps have been done only by a metal-smith-
fire-worker. There is a reasonable inference here: many messages may relate to the 'economic activity' 
of metal-smiths. This inference is consistent with the emergence of the Bronze Age in neighbouring 
civilizations which have also attested to contacts with the Sarasvati-Sindhu civilization sites (witness, for 
e.g. the finds of cylinder seals in Bha_rati_ya sites and the finds of 'Indus' seals and artefacts in 
Mesopotamian sites.) 
 
Glyptic art in epigraphs 
 
The pictorials in inscriptions are composed of both signs and field symbols (glyphs). Many signs of the script 
are clearly derivatives from pictorial motifs (glyphs). For example, there are over 50 seals depicted in the 
Parpola pictorial corpus containing the motif, svastika as a field symbol. Similarly there are inscriptions 
containing the motif of a dotted circle which has not been recognized as a sign of the script by the corpus 
compilers. 
 
Many such pictographic signs (or glyphs/graphemes) may be identified. 
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Orthography and analysis of some sequences of graphemes in the inscriptions  
   
Parpola notes (1994, pp. 84-85), echoing similar observations by Mahadevan:  

"…a few signs are indeed found mostly at the end of inscriptions, notably sign 342 (‘jar’ 
grapheme)and sign 211 (‘arrow’ grapheme) and they are major aids in the segmentation of texts. The sign 342 
(‘jar’ grapheme) is by far the most common sign of the Indus script, representing about 10 percent of all sign 
occurrences. About one-third of all inscriptions end with this sign…the sign is never found at the beginning of 
inscriptions…The sequence sign 102 (‘three short strokes’) followed by sign 192 mainly occurs at the end of 

inscriptions, and is never followed by the usual ‘end’ sign 342 (‘jar’ grapheme)…"  

The sign 190 appears to be a four-fold ligaturing of the underlying basic sign:   

Parpola notes (1994, pp.103-104): "A comparative study of the allographs provides one 
important means of identifying the iconic meaning of even fairly abstract shapes…the (allograph) 
continuum)…Taken together, these signs can be understood as pictures of a single object, namely, ‘steps, 
staircase or ladder’; taken individually, such a conclusion would hardly be possible."  
 
Frequent sign pairs in relation to inscribed objects and field symbols 
 
The second column shows the pictographs (signs) which occur with relatively high frequency. The first 
column is the sign which pairs with the sign shown in the second column.  
 
Substantial decoding of the inscriptions will require a decoding of the signs shown in the second and first 
columns. 
 
The most frequently occurring sign is Sign 342 with over 1395 occurrences 

Daimabad Sign342 (1395) 
 
Recurrent pairs of signs and paired lexemes 
 
These high frequency pairs of glyphs can be explained by many indic lexemes using the rebus method to 
identify each glyph and corresponding substantive message sought to be conveyed on epigraphs. 
 
kanka = rim of pot (Santali) Rebus: kan:ka = a metal (Pali); kan- = copper (Ta.) kanaka = gold; 
kanaka_dhyaks.a = superintendent of gold, treasurer (Skt.) kan-n-a_r, blacksmiths, coppersmiths (Ta.) 
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kan.d.a = a pot of certain shape and size (Santali) Rebus: kan.d. = altar, furnace (Santali) khan.d.a = 
instrument, implement, weapon; khan.d.a puruskedae, he stretched his arm grasping the sword as high as he 
could; khan.d.a bhan.d.a = implements of all kinds, arms of all sorts (Santali.lex.)  khan.d.a puruskedae, he 
stretched his arm grasping the sword as high as he could (Santali.lex.) 
 
 

Pairing sign (Relatively high 
frequency, to the left of the 
sign read from right to left) 

Sign (Frequency)/ Pictograph Association of sign with: (a) 
Inscribed object 
(frequency)/ (b) Field 
symbol (frequency) 

 

 (14) Sign 1 (134)  
 

 (93) Sign 8 (105)  
 

 

Sign 12 (80)  

 
 

 

 (26) 
Sign 15 (126)  

 

 

Sign 17 (91)  

 

 

Sign 18 (27)  

 
Copper tablets (15) 

 (25) Sign 25 (53)  

 
Copper tablets (12) 

 (10) Sign 28 (50)  

 

 (114) 
Sign 48 (168)  

Copper tablets (13) 

 
Field Symbol 36 (10) 

 (58) Sign 51 (105)  

 

 (16) (40) Sign 53 (130)  
 

 

 (55)  (44) 
Sign 59 (381)  

Copper tablets (14) 

 
Field Symbol 36 (17) 
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 (44)  (24)  

 (18)  (20) 

Sign 65 (216)  

Copper tablets (16) 

 (28)  (26)  

 (32)  (21) 

Sign 67 (279)  

 
Copper tablets (8) 

 (10)  Sign 70 (73)  

Copper tablets (5) 

 (10) (24)  

 (21) 

Sign 72 (188)  

 Copper tablets (20) 

 (12)  (10) Sign 86 (149)  

 

 (67)  (78)  

 (42) 

Sign 87 (365)  

 
Copper tablets (21) 

 (44)  (124) Sign 89 (314)  
Copper tablets (29) 

 (58) Sign 95 (64)  

 

 (12) Sign 97 (91)  

 
Copper tablets (16) 

 

Sign 98 (88)  

 

 (17)  (16)  

 (16)  (40)  

 (65)  (43)  

Sign 99 (649)   
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 (24)  (17)  (29) 

 (19) 

 (18)  (20)  (20) Sign 102 (151)  

 
Copper tablets (9) 

 (21)  (24) Sign 104 (70)  

 

 (27)  (11) Sign 112 (70)  
 
Copper tablets (10) 

 (14) Sign 121 (70)  
 

 (11)  (11)  

 (30) 

Sign 123 (193)  

 

 (30)  (16)  

 (13) 

Sign 124 (78)  

 
Copper tablets (17) 

 (9) Sign 127 (50)  

 

 (39) Sign 130 (63)  
h172B 

Field Symbol 36 (10) 

 (44) Sign 149 (92)  
h172B 

Field Symbol 36 (10) 

 (44) 
Sign 150 (63)  

 

 (10) Sign 155 (49)  
 

 (40) Sign 162 (212)  
 h352C            

Dotted circles. Field symbol 
83 (10) 

 (48) Sign 169 (240)  

Copper tablets (60) 
Hare. Field symbol 16 (19) 
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 (40)  (76) Sign 171 (132)  

 

 (7) 
Sign 173 (38)  

 

 (11)  (16) Sign 175 (54)  
 

 (9)  (10) Sign 176 (355)  

Ivory or bone 
rods (12) 
 
Field symbol 44 
(12) 

 
h352C            

Dottec circles. Field symbol 
83 (23) 

h172B 
Field Symbol 36 (17) 

 (29) Sign 178 (35)  

Field symbol 44 
(6) 

 (18) Sign 180 (44)  

 

 (30) Sign 182 (43)  h172B 
Field Symbol 36 (11) 

 

Sign 183 (11)  

Copper tablets (10) 
Hare. Field symbol 16 (9) 

 (27) 
Sign 194 (58)  

 

 (14) Sign 197 (60)  

 

 (12)  (31) 
Sign 204 (76)  

Copper tablets (22) 
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Field Symbol 14 (19) 

 (11) Sign 211 (227)  

 m1148 Field 
Symbol 7 (9) 

 (23)  (29) Sign 216 (90)  

Ivory or bone rod (3) 

 (14)  (13) Sign 230 (54)  

‘Tree’ Field symbol 44 (5) 

 (34) Sign 244 (89)  

 

 (70)  (21) Sign 245 (207)  

Copper tablets (48) 

 
Field Symbol 14 (20) 

 
Field Symbol 29 (10) 

 (54)  (47) 
Sign 249 (170)  

 

 (13) 
Sign 252 (51)  

Copper tablet 
(11); bronze 
implements (2) 
 
‘Tree’ Field 
symbol 44 (7) 

 

Sign 258 (20)  
h172B 

Field Symbol 36 (8) 
 

Sign 254 (73)  
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 (291)  (32) 
Sign 267 (376)  

 

 (9) 
Sign 284 (41)  

 

 (37) Sign 287 (88)  

Copper tablets (15) 

 
Field Symbol 52 (6) 

 (54) Sign 293 (136)  h172B 
Field Symbol 36 (12) 
Hare. Field symbol 16 (10) 

 (28) Sign 294 (53)  

 

 (32) Sign 296 (35)  
 

 (8) 
Sign 307 (69)  

 

 (18) Sign 326 (35)  

Copper tablets (6) 

 (16) Sign 327 (42)  

 

 (10) Sign 328 (323)  

 

 (126) (12)  

 (13) 

Sign 336 (236)  

Copper tablets (27) 

 m1148 
Field Symbol 7 (10) 

 (16) Sign 341 (59)  
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 (87)  (17)  

 (184) 

Sign 342 (1395)  

Copper tablets (82) 

h172B 
Field Symbol 36 (38) 

 h352C            
Field symbol 83 (33) 

 (12) Sign 343 (177)  

 

 

Sign 345 (51)  

 

 (110) 
Sign 347 (118)  

Ivory or bone rods (5) 

 (31) Sign 358 (32)  

Copper tablets (20) 

Field Symbol 
14 (19) 

 (17) Sign 373 (61)  

Copper tablets (14) 

 (10) Sign 375 (57)  

 

 (12)  (16) 
Sign 387 (102)  

 

 (28)  (15)  
(15)  

 (15)  (11) 

Sign 389 (134)  

Copper tablets (25) 

 (83)  (24) Sign 391 (195)  

 

 (16) Sign 402 (99)  
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 (34)  (21) Sign 403 (93)  

 

 (10)  (17)  
(26) 

Sign 407 (48)  

Copper tablets (34) 

 (17) Sign 409 (26)  
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Notes: 
Association with sites:  
 

h172B Field Symbol 36 (Alligator? Lizard!): Out of 49, 36 occur at Harappa; 
Field Symbol 37 (Inscribed object in the shape of fish), 14 out of 14 occur at Harappa 

‘Tree’ Field Symbol 44 (Tree) 28 out of 34 occur at Harappa 

 h352C Field Symbol 83 (Dotted circles) 57 out of 67 occur at Harappa 
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Inscribed objects found during exactions in 
1993, 1994, 1995 at Harappa 

 
har601 Steatite seal 
 

 
har602 Steatite seal 

 
har603 Steatite seal 

 
har604 Steatite tablet, incised 

 
har605 Steatite tablet, incised 

 
har606 Steatite tablet, incised 

 
har607 Steatite tablet, incised 

 
har608 terracotta tablet, bas-relief 

 
har609 terracotta tablet, bas-relief 

 
har610 faience tablet, bas-relief 

 
har611 faience tablet, bas-relief 

 
har612 faience tablet, bas-relief 

 

har613 faience tablet, bas-relief 

 
har614 Pottery, seal impression 

 
har615 Terracotta tag, impressed. 

7.01  
Cast tablet, copper alloy 

7.02  
Cast tablet, copper alloy 

 
7.03 Seal 

 
7.04 Seal 

 
7.05 Seal 

 
7.06 Seal 

 
7.07 Moulded tablet 2 sides 

 
7.08 Moulded tablet 2 sides 
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7.09 Moulded tablet 2 sides 

 
7.10 Moulded tablet 2 sides 

 
8.01 Moulded tablet 3 sides 

 
8.02 Moulded tablet 2 
sides

 
8.03 Moulded tablet 2 sides 

 
8.04 Moulded tablet 3 sides 

 
8.05Moulded tablet 2 sides 
 

 
9.01 Moulded tablet 2 sides 

 
9.02 Moulded tablet 3 sides 

 
9.03 Moulded  tablet 3 sides 

 
9.04 Moulded tablet 3 sides 

 
9.05 Moulded tablet 4 sides 

 
9.06 Moulded tablet 2 sides 

 
9.07 Moulded tablet 2 sides 

 
9.08 Moulded tablet 2 sides 

 
9.09 Moulded tablet 2 sides 
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9.10 Moulded tablet 2 sides 

 
9.11 Moulded tablet 2 sides 

10.01 Incised tablet 2 sides 

10.01 Incised tablet 2 sides 

10.03 Incised tablet 2 sides 

 
10.04 Incised tablet 2 sides 

10.05 Incised tablet 3 sides 

 
10.06 Incised tablet 3 sides 

 
10.07 Incised tablet 3 sides 

 
10.08 Incised tablet 3 sides 
 

 
10.09 Incised tablet 2 sides 

 
10.10 Incised tablet 2 sides 

10.11 Incised tablet 2 sides 

 
10.12 Incised tablet 2 sides 

 
1013 Incised tablet 2 sides 

10.14 Incised tablet 2 sides 

 
10.15 Incised tablet 2 sides 

 
10.16 Incised tablet 2 sides 

10.17 Incised tablet 2 sides 
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10.18 Incised tablet 2 sides 

 
10.19 Incised tablet 2 sides 

 
10.20 Incised tablet 2 sides 

 
10.21 Incised tablet 1 side 
 
11.1 to 11.3 terracotta moulded tablets 2 sides 

11.01

11.02  
11.03 
 
11.4 to 11.12 faience moulded tablets 2 sides  

11.04 

11.05 

11.06 

11.07 

11.08 

11.09 

11.10 

11.11 

11.12 
 
Inscribed ceramic vessels 

 
12.1 black-slipped jar 

 
12.2 black-slipped jar 

12.3 vessel fragment (stone) 

 
12.4 pointed base goblet with seal impression 
 
12.5 to 12.8 pointed base goblet sherds with seal 
impressions  

12.05 12.06  
12.07 

12.08  
12.09 Chuck mould fragment with incised signs 
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Mountain topped by a leaf gets stylized as an important motif. Pro-elamite glyptics. Leaf motif. 1-c, After 
Legrain,L.,  1921, Empreintes de cachets elamites, Mem. Mission Arch. De Perse 16, Paris: 62-654; d. After 
Amiet, P., 1961, La glyptique mesopotamienne archaique, Paris: 497; Mundigak IV.3; 3. After Casal, J.M., 
1961, Fouilles de Mundigak I-II. Mem. Delegation Arch. 
Franaise en Afthanistan 17, Paris: fig. 102: 485; f. Early 
Harappan. Kalibangan. After Sankalia, 1974: 346, fig. 88d, 
A. H-L; cf. Fig. 23.45 Asko Parpola, 1996, fig. 23.45. Two 
goats eating from a tree on a mountain top in proto-Elamite 
seals from Susa [After Amiet, P., 1972, Glyptique susienne 
I-II, Mem. Delegation Arch. En Iran 43, Paris: 978 and 
Legrain, L., 1921, Emprientes de cachets elamites, Mem. 
Mission Arch. De Perse 16, Paris: 316].   
 
  

Mohenjo-daro. Copper 
tablet DK 11307 (SC 
63.10/262).  
 
 

Mohenjodaro; limestone; Mackay, 1938, 
p. 344, Pl. LXXXIX:376. 
  

 
 
 

Mohenjodaro; Pale yellow enstatite; Mackay 1938, pp. 344-5; Pl. XCVI:488; 
Collon, 1987, Fig. 607. 
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Texts related to West Asian inscriptions (either not illustrated or not linked): 

9801Susa 

9811Djoka (Umma) 

9821 Kish 

9822 Kish 

9834 Ur 

9842 Ur 
[Pierre de talc. Louvre, AO 9036. P. Amiet, Bas-relliefs imaginaries de 
l’Orient ancien, Paris, 1973, p. 94, no. 274…ils proviendrait de Tello, 
l’ancienne Girsu, une des cites de l’Etat sumerien de Lagash.  Musee 
National De Arts Asiatiques Guimet, 1988-1989, Les cites oubliees de 
l’Indus Archeologie du Pakistan.] 

 9851 Telloh 

9852 Telloh 

9903 Prob. West Asian find 

9904 Prob. West Asian find 
 

Susa, Iran; steatite cylinder seal . A bison with head lowered, 
feeding from a basin. A second bison figure is seen. Inscription on 
top. Louvre Sb 2425, Delaporte, 1920, s.299 and cf. T.24 from 
Tello, Iraq; Collon, 1987, Fig. 608.Musee du Louvre and Pierre 
and Maurice Chuzeville; Legend: Indus script; bone. 

 
Many scholars have noted the 
contacts between the 
Mesopotamian and Sarasvati 
Sindhu (Indus) Civilizations, 

in terms of cultural history, chronology, artefacts (beads, jewellery), pottery and seals found from 
archaeological sites in the two areas. 
Cylinder seal impression. British Museum (Reg. No. OA 1960.7-18.1). Found in Seistan. Called the 

MacMahon cylinder seal. The end of the cylinder shows a 
combination of triangles (like a range of mountains) reminiscent of 
a Mohenjo-daro seal (M-443B). The  inscription has six signs: a 
human figures ligatured to three rows of four vertical lines (total 
count of 12).. Next is a human figure holding in his left hand a 
rectangular device filled with single hatching (see Marshall 1931, II: 

446, no. 196b). 
 
"...the four examples of round seals found in Mohenjodaro show well-supported sequences, whereas the three 
from Mesopotamia show sequences of signs not paralleled elsewhere in the Indus Script. But the ordinary 
square seals found in Mesopotamia show the normal Mohenjodaro sequences. In other words, the square seals 
are in the Indian language, and were probably imported in the course of trade; while the circular seals, 
although in the Indus script, are in a different language, and were probably manufactured in Mesopotamia for a 
Sumerian- or Semitic-speaking person of Indian descent..." [G.R. Hunter,1932.   Mohenjodaro--Indus 
Epigraphy, JRAS: 466-503] 
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The acculturation of Meluhhans (probably, Indus people) residing in Mesopotamia in the late third and early 
second millennium BC, is noted by their adoption of Sumerian names (Parpola, Parpola and Brunswig 1977: 
155-159). "The adaptation of Harappan motifs and script to the Dilmun seal form may be a further indication 
of the acculturative phenomenon, one indicated in Mesopotamia by the adaptation of Harappan traits to the 
cylinder seal." (Brunswig et al, 1983, p. 110).      
 
[Robert H. Brunswig, Jr. et al, New Indus Type and Related Seals from the Near East, 101-115 in: Daniel T. 
Potts (ed.), Dilmun: New Studies in the Archaeology and Early History of Bahrain, Berlin, Dietrich Reimer 
Verlag, 1983.] 
 
Louvre Museum; Luristan; unglazed, gray steatite; short-honed bull and 4 pictograms  

Iraq museum; glazed steatite; 
perhaps from an Iraqi site; the one-
horned  bull, the standard are below 

a six-sign  

inscription.  
4 Foroughi collection; Luristan; medium gray steatite; bull, crescent, star and net 
square; of the Dilmun seal type. 
TextFailaka; unglazed steatite; an arc of four pictograms above the hindquarter of 
a bull. 

 
Textseal, impression,  inscription; Failaka;  brownish-grey unglazed  steatite; Indus pictograms above a short-
horned bull. 
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seal, impression; Qala'at al-Bahrain; green                         
steatite; short-horned bull and five pictograms. 

Found in association with an  Isin-Larsa 
type tablet bearing three Amorite names.  
 
Qala'at al-Bahrain; ca.  2050-1900 BC; tablet, 
found in the same level where 8 Dilmun seals and 
six  Harappan type weights were found. Three 
Amorite names are: Obverse. Janbi-naim; Ila-

milkum; Reverse. Jis.i-tambu (son of Janbi-naim). The script is dated to c. 2050-1900 
BCE. 
Qala'at al-Bahrain; light-grey steatite; hindquarters of a bull and two pictograms. 

urseal2 9832 Ur Seal; BM 122187; dia. 2.55; ht. 1.55 
cm. Gadd PBA 18 (1932), pp. 6-7, pl. 1, no. 2 
 

urseal3 9833 Ur Seal; BM 122946; Dia. 2.6; ht. 
1.2cm.; Gadd PBA 18 (1932), p. 7, pl. I, no.3; Legrain, Ur Excavations, 

X (1951), no. 629. 
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urseal8Seal; BM 118704; U. 6020; Gadd PBA 18 (1932), pp. 9-10, pl. II, no.8;  two figures carry between 
them a vase, and one presents a goat-like animal (not an 
antelope) which he holds by the neck. Human figures wear 
early Sumerian garments of fleece. 
urseal9Seal; BM 122945; U. 16181; dia. 2.25, ht. 1.05 cm; 
Gadd PBA 18 (1932), p. 10, pl. II, no. o; each of four quadrants 
terminates at the edge of the seal in a vase; each quadrant is 
occupied by a naked figure, sitting so that, following round the 

circle, the head of one is placed nearest to the feet of the preceding; two figures clasp their hands upon their 
breasts; the other two spread out the arms, beckoning with one hand. 

urseal10 Seal; BM 120576; U. 9265; Gadd, PBA 18 (1932), p. 10, pl. II, no. 10; bull with 
long horns below an uncertain object, possibly a quadruped and rider, at right angles to the 
ox (counter clockwise); "...there is, below, a bull with long horns roughly depicted, but 
above is a rather uncertain addition, which is perhaps an attempt to show one (possibly 
two) more, in a couching position, as viewed by turning the seal round until the face of the 
standing bull is downwards. If this is intended, the head of the second bull is turned back, 

and it is not, perhaps, quite impossible that the remaining part of the design is meant for a 
bird, such as is fairly often seen perched upon the back of a bull in Sumerian art, a device 
which has not yet been certainly explained." (C.J. Gadd, Seals of Ancient Indian Style 
Found at Ur', in: G.L. Possehl, ed., 1979, Ancient Cities of the Indus, Delhi, Vikas 
Publishing House, p. 118). 
urseal11Seal; UPenn; a scorpion and an elipse [an eye (?)]; U. 16397; Gadd, PBA 18 
(1932), pp. 10-11, pl. II, no. 11 [Note: Is the ‘eye’ an oval representation of a bun ingot made from bica_, sand 
ore?] 

 
Rectangular stamp seal of dark steatite; U. 11181; B.IM. 7854; ht. 1.4, width 1.1 cm.;  Woolley, Ur 
Excavations, IV (1956), p. 50, n.3. Scorpion. 

 
Seal impression, Ur (Upenn; U.16747); dia. 2.6, ht. 0.9 cm.; Gadd, PBA 18 (1932), pp. 11-
12, pl. II, no. 12; Porada 1971: pl.9, fig.5; Parpola, 1994, p. 183; water carrier with a skin (or 
pot?) hung on each end of the yoke across his shoulders and another one below the crook of 
his left arm; the vessel on the right end of his yoke is over a receptacle for the water; a star 
on either side of the head (denoting supernatural?). The whole object is enclosed by 
'parenthesis' marks. The parenthesis is perhaps a way of splitting of the ellipse (Hunter, 

G.R., JRAS, 1932, 476). An unmistakable example of an 'hieroglyphic' seal. 
urseal13Seal; BM 122841; dia. 2.35; ht. 1 cm.; Gadd PBA 18 
(1932), p. 12, pl. II, no. 13; circle with centre-spot in each of four 
spaces formed by four forked branches springing from the angles 
of a small square. Alt. four stylised bulls' heads (bucrania) in the 
quadrants of an elaborate quartering device which has a cross-
hatched rectangle in the centre. 
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urseal14Seal; UPenn; cf. Philadelphia Museum Journal, 1929; ithyphallic bull-men; 
the so-called 'Enkidu' figure common upon Babylonian cylinders of the early period; 
all have horned head-dresses; moon-symbols upon poles seem to represent the door-
posts that the pair of 'twin' genii are commonly seen supporting on either side of a god; 
material and shape make it the 'Indus' type while the device is Babylonian. 

urseal15 9845 Ur [The first sign looks like an animal with a long tail – 
as seen from the back and may have been the model for the orthography of Sign 51 as noted in Mahadevan 
corpus].  

 
 Variants of Sign 51. Seal impression; UPenn; steatite; bull below a scorpion; dia. 
2.4cm.; Gadd, PBA 18 (1932), p. 13, Pl. III, no. 15; Legrain, 
MJ (1929), p. 306, pl. XLI, no. 119; found at Ur in the 
cemetery area, in a ruined grave .9 metres from the surface, 
together with a pair of gold ear-rings of the double-crescent 
type and long beads of steatite and carnelian, two of gilt 

copper, and others of lapis-lazuli, carnelian, and banded sard. The first sign to the left 
has the form of a flower or perhaps an animal's skin with curly tail; there is a round 
spot upon the bull's back. 

 

urseal16 9846 UrSeal impression; BM 123208; found in the filling of a 
tomb-shaft (Second Dynasty of Ur). Dia. 2.3; ht. 1.5 cm.; Gadd, PBA 18 (1932), pp. 13-14, 
pl. III, no. 16; Buchanan, JAOS 74 (1954), p. 149. 

 

urseal17 9901 Prob. West Asian find Seal impression, Mesopotamia (?) 
(BM 120228); cf. Gadd 1932: 
no.17; cf. Parpola, 1994, p. 132. 
Note the doubling of the common 
sign, 'jar'. 

urseal18 9902 
Prob. West Asian find Pictorial motif: Pict-45 Bull 
mating a cow. Seal and impression (BM 123059), from 
an antique dealer, Baghdad; script and motif of a bull 
mating with a cow; the tuft at the end of the tail of the cow is summarily shaped like an arrow-head; 
inscription is of five characters, most prominent among them the two 'men' standing side by side. To the right 
of these is a damaged 'fish' sign.cf. Gadd 1932: no.18; Parpola, 1994, p.219.  
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urseal6 Cylinder seal; BM 122947; 
U. 16220 (cut down into Ur III 
mausolea from Larsa level; U. 
16220), enstatite; Legrain, 1951, No. 
632; Collon, 1987, Fig. 611.Humped 
bull stands before a plant, feeding 
from a round manger or a bundle of 
fodder (or, probably, a cactus); 
behind the bull is a scorpion and two 
snakes; above the whole a human 

figure, placed horizontally, with fantastically long arms and legs, and rays about his head.  
 
A symbolism of a woman spreading her legs apart, 
which recurs on an SSVC inscribed object. 
Cylinder-seal impression from Ur showing a 
squatting female. L. Legrain, 1936, Ur excavations, 
Vol. 3, Archaic Seal Impressions. [cf. Nausharo 
seal with two scorpions flanking a similar glyph 
with legs apart – also looks like a frog]. 

 
Mohenjo-daro. Sealing.  Surrounded by 
fishes, lizard and snakes, a horned person 
sits in 'yoga' on a throne with hoofed legs. 
One side of a triangular terracotta amulet (Md 013); 
surface find at Mohenjo-daro in 1936. Dept. of Eastern 
Art, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. 

 
 
A zebu bull tied to a post; a bird above. Large painted storage jar discovered in 
burned rooms at Nausharo, ca. 2600 to 2500 BCE. Cf. Fig. 2.18, J.M. Kenoyer, 
1998, Cat. No. 8. 

A 

fish over a short-horned bull 
and a bird over a one-horned bull; cylinder seal im pression, 
(Akkadian to early Old Babylonian).  Gypsum. 2.6 cm. Long 1.6 cm. Dia. 
[Drawing by Larnia Al-Gailani Werr. Cf. Dominique Collon 1987, First 
impressions: cylinder seals in the ancient Near East, London: 143, no. 609] Tell Suleimeh (level IV), Iraq; IM 
87798; (al-Gailani Werr, 1983, p. 49 No. 7). 
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Cylinder seal impression; a griffin and a tiger att ack an antelope with its head turned 
back.  The upper register shows two scorpions and a frog; the 
lower register shows a scorpion and two fishes.Syro Mitannian, 
fifteenth to fourteenth centuries BCE, Pierpont Morgan Library, 
New York. [After Fig. 9 in: Jack M. Sasson (ed.), Civilizations of 
the Ancient Near East, p.2705]. 

 
Rhinoceros elephant lizard.Tell Asmar  (Eshnunna) 
Iraq. IM 14674; glazed steatite; Frankfort 1955 No. 642; Collon 
1987 Fig. 610.  

 
Ur, Iraq; BM 123195; clay, half missing; Collon, 1987, Fig. 

613. Probably originated 
in the east (exact location 
unknown).  
A person with a vase 
with overflowing 
water ; sun sign. C. 18th 
cent. BCE. [E. 
Porada,1971, Remarks on 

seals found in the Gulf states, Artibus Asiae, 33, 31-7]. 
Early Harappan bowl. Fish. [After Fig. 23.35 in, Asko Parpola, New 
correspondences between Harappan and near Eastern glyptic art, in: in B. Allchin, ed., South Asian 
Archaeology, 1981, Cambridge]. 

 
Seal impression; Dept. of Antiquities, Bahrain; three Harapan-style  bulls  

Nippur; ca. 13th cent. BC; white stone; zebu bull 
and two pictograms  
Tree in front. Fish in front of and above 

a one-horned bull. Cylinder seal impression  (IM 
8028), Ur, Mesopotamia. White shell. 1.7 cm. High, dia. 0.9 
cm. [Cf. Mitchell 1986 Indus and Gulf type seals from Ur: 

280-1, no.8 and fig. 112; Shaikha Haya Ali Al Khalifa and Michael Rice, 1986, 
Bahrain through the ages: the archaeology, 
London: 280-1, no.8 and fig. 112]. cf. Gadd, 
PBA 18 (1932), pp. 7-8, pl. I, no.7;; Parpola, 
1994, p. 181; fish vertically in front of and horizontally above a unicorn; 
trefoil design 
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Terracotta sealing depicting an inscription 2600 BCE Western UP 
Saharanpur (After Manoj Kumar Sharma). [Source: Page 32 in: Deo Prakash Sharma  
2000 Harappan seals sealings and copper tablets Delhi National Museum].   

 
Stamp seals in Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York. 
49.40.1 to 3. All three 
samples show a bull.  
“Rendered in strict profile, 
standing before what might 
be an altar, the bull is by far 

the most popular motif in the Indus Valley glyptic art; there is 
virtually nov ariation in either the style or the iconographic 
details among the individual examples. The shoulder of 
the bull is emphasized by an upside- down doubly outlined heart 
shape that has been interpreted as painted decoration on the 
body of the bull, but is more likely an artistic convention for 
representing the muscles of the bull’s shoulder.”[After Fig. 38 in 
Holly Pittman, 1984, p. 84]. 
Harappa. Inscribed objects  ca. 2600-1900 BCE. Clockwise 
from top left: steatite seal, terracotta sealing, two incised steatite 
tablets, four different types of molded faience tablets, 
earliest Harappan seal fragment (H90-1600; dating to around 
2600 BCE). “The bold, angular carving on the seal shows 
only a single sign and the rear end of a large animal, possibly a buffalo or a short-horned humpless bull…Most 
examples (around 3,700) of Indus writing come from the excavations of Mohenjo-daro and Harappa, but some 
60 different sites throughout the Indus Valley have contributed one or more objects with script.” [Dales and 
Kenoyer 1991: fig. 13.44; After Fig. 4.1 in: JM Kenoyer, 1998, p. 70]. 
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 Line drawing of a black-slipped jar with both pre- firing and post-firing inscriptions.  [After 
Fig. 4.8b in JM Kenoyer, 1998]. 

 
Nausharo. 
Terracotta 

mold. Script 
incised prior 
to firing on 
the exterior 

of the mold used to make large 
globular jars  (10 cm ht. NS III 87 (32) 153, Department of 
Archaeology, EBK 5996). [After Fig. 4.7 in JM Kenoyer, 1998]. 
 
Mohenjo-daro. Silver seal  (After Mackay 1938, vol. 2, Pl. 
XC,1; XCVI, 520). Two silver seals at Mohenjo-daro, two copper seals at Lothal and at Ras al-Junayz in 
Oman are rare uses of metal for making seals.  
 

Ras-al-Junayz. Copper seal. 
  

Eight inscribed copper tablets 
were found at Harappa and all 
were made with raised script , a 
technique quite different from the one 
used at Mohenjo-daro for flat copper 
tablets with many duplicates. Harappa. 
Raised script. H94-2198. [After Fig. 
4.14 in JM Kenoyer, 1998]. The 

duplicates occur on steatite and faience tablets at Harappa; these may have represented a commodity or a 
value. [cf. JM Kenoyer, 1998, p. 74]. 

 
Mohenjo-daro. A procession depicted on a 
terracotta tablet.  [After Marshall 1931, Pl. CXVIII,9; cf. 
Fig. 5.6 in JM Kenoyer, 1998]. Is this a representation of a 
public ceremony which included carrying standards topped by 
objects representing important motifs of the civilization? Not all 
animals with which the people of SSVC were familiare are used 
as pictorial motifs; for example, they were familiar with 

peacocks, hooded cobras, monkeys, squirrels, mongooses and onagers (wild asses); the  pictorial 
representations of these animals are not found on the square stamp seals. 

 
Harappa. Standard device shown on faience tablets (left: 
H90-1687, right, H93-2051) and carved in ivory (centre, 
H93-2092). [After Fig. 5.12 in JM Kenoyer, 1998]. The 
miniature replica object has been recovered in 1993 from 
excavations at Harappa. This may be an ivory replica of 
a device made of basketry and wood. This replica shows 
a hemispherical lower basin with dotted circles and a 
cylindrical top portion with cross-hatching. The shaft 
extending from the base seems to be broken on this 

replica. Is this a yu_pa carried in processions? 
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Harappa. Steatite seal. H88-1201 [After Fig. 5.7 in JM Kenoyer, 1998] The two signs 
inscribed on the seal also occur with other pictorial motifs and hence not related to the 
zebu bull motif. 
 
 
 
 

Golden 

pendant with inscription from jewelry 
hoard at Mohenjo-daro.  Drawing of 
inscription that encircles the gold ornament. 
Needle-like pendant with cylindrical body. Two 
other examples, one with a different series of 
incised signs were found together. The pendant 
is made from a hollow cylinder with soldered 
ends and perforated point. Museum No. MM 

1374.50.271; Marshall 1931: 521, pl. CLI, B3. [After Fig. 
4.17a, b in: JM Kenoyer, 1998, p. 196]. 

 
Harappa. Cylindrical and twisted rectangular 
terracotta tablets. [After Fig. 4.13 in JM 
Kenoyer, 1998].  
 
Column 1: Grapheme horned U ‘fish’; 
Allograph variants of a single sign; 
circumgraph enclosure signs; ligature papal 
leaf and box; Column 2: ideograph 
‘hunting’; logograph adze. [After Fig. 4.6 in 

JM Kenoyer, 1998]. 
 

Gold fillet depicting the standard device, Mohenjo-daro, 2600 
BCE. [Source: Page 32 in: Deo Prakash Sharma, 2000, Harappan 
seals, sealings and copper tablets, Delhi, National Museum]. At a 
Marshall, MIC, Pl. CLI are specimens of fillets consisting of thin 
bands of beaten gold with holes for cords at their ends. 
 

Fillet on the fore-head of the priest 
statuette, 2700 BCE. Stone. Mohenjo-
daro. Karachi Museum. The priest 
wears a fillet similar to the two fillets of 
gold which bears the standard device embossed on 
them. The fillets of gold were discovered at Mohenjo-
daro. Similar gold ornaments with embossed standard 

devices were also reported from an Akkadian burial site in West Asia. [Source: 
Page 22, Fig. 12 in: Deo Prakash Sharma, 2000, Harappan seals, sealings and 

copper tablets, Delhi, National Museum].  
 
The central ornament worn on the forehead of the famous "priest-king" sculpture from Mohenjo-daro appears 
to represent an eye bead, possibly made of gold with steatite inlay in the center 
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Mohenjo-daro. Female figurine adorned with six strands of necklaces, chokers and 
pendant bead  [After Fig. 6.16 in JM Kenoyer, 1998]. 

 
 
See a 
woman's 

head in 
diorite found in Nin-Gal temple at Ur, ca. 2150 B.C.; note the 
engraved modulations of the hair, elaborate bun at the back of the 
head and the fillet around the forehead. 
 
 

Harappa. Two tablets. Seated figure or deity with reed house or shrine at 
one side. Left: H95-2524; Right: H95-2487. 
 
 

 
Harappa. Planoconvex molded tablet found on Mound ET. A. Reverse. a female deity battling two 
tigers and standing above an elephant and below a six-spoked wheel; b. Obverse. A person spearing 
with a barbed spear a buffalo in front of a seated horned deity wearing bangles and with a plumed 

headdress. The person presses his foot down the buffalo’s head. An alligator with a narrow snout is on the top 
register. “We have found two other broken tablets at Harappa that appear to have been made from the same 
mold that was used to create the scene of a deity battling two tigers and standing above an elephant. One was 
found in a room located on the southern slope of Mount ET in 1996 and another example comes from 
excavations on Mound F in the 1930s. However, the flat obverse of both of these broken tablets does not show 
the spearing of a buffalo, rather it depicts the more well-known scene showing a tiger looking back over its 
shoulder at a person sitting on the branch of a tree. Several other flat or twisted rectangular terracotta tablets 
found at Harappa combine these two narrative scenes of a figure strangling two tigers on one side of a tablet, 

and the tiger looking back over its shoulder at a figure in a tree on the 
other side.” [JM Kenoyer, 1998, p. 115]. 
 
Harappa. A series of small tablets. A. man fighting a short-horned bull; a 
small plant with six branches; b. seated figure in yogic posture with arms 
resting on knees; both arms covered with bangles; traces of a horned 
headdress and long hair are visible on some impressions; a second 
individual, also with long hair and wearing bangles, sits on a short stool; ; 
c. standing deity with horned headdress with a curved branch with three 
projecting leaves; bangles visible on both arms; d. inscription with six 

signs; the first sign appears to be some form of an animal; the last shows a person. 
 
Many of the finds during 1995-1998 excavations at Harappa have been exquisitely photographed. The 
following are samples. 
 

Slide 124 The origins of Indus writing can now be traced to the Ravi Phase (c. 3300-
2800 BC) at Harappa. Some inscriptions were made on the bottom of the pottery 
before firing. Other inscriptions such as this one were made after firing. This 
inscription (c. 3300 BC) appears to be three plant symbols arranged to appear almost 
anthropomorphic.  

 
Slide 133. A steatite unicorn seal from Harappa with Indus script. This seal was found in the 
central area of Mound E and dates to Period 3B or early 3C, around 2450-2200 BC. When 
pressed into clay the impression will be reversed. Since the Indus script may have been read 
from right to left, the last two signs visible at the top right hand edge of the seal would in fact be 
the last two signs of the inscription. 
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Slide 135 Many large storage jars of the Harappa Phase (2600-1900 BC) have writing 
inscribed along the upper portion of the vessel. This inscription includes a figure of a man 
with the bow and arrow sign in each hand. It is impossible to shoot two bows and arrows 
at the same time so this is clearly not a pictograph, but rather a combined symbol used as 

part of a Indus writing system. 
 
Slide 137. This Early Harappan seal impression or sealing of a square seal has 
several script signs and two ladder like motifs (Kot Diji Phase, c. 2800 BC). The 
wet clay was probably placed on a bundle of goods to seal it and then was broken 
off when the bundle was opened. Since this sealing was found in a hearth area, it 
is probable that the raw clay was hardened accidentally when it was swept into the 
fire along with other trash, possibly even the rope or reeds used to bundle the 
goods. 
 

Slide 146. Sixteen three sided tablets (c. 
2300 BC) with incised inscription on 
each face were found all together in the 
debris that had been dumped over the 
curtain wall. On one of the three sides 
is an inscription that is identical to the 

last two signs on 
the seal (145). 
Slide 154. Unicorn 
seal from Trench 
37, which lies to 
the east of the 
"Granary." This 
type of seal comes 

from levels dating to Harappa Phase 
Period 3B. Similar seals were found 
near the "granary" in 1997. 

 
 
Slide 156. This type of seal is only found in the last part of the Harappan 
Phase, Period 3C. A similar rectangular seal was found on Mound F 

in the 1998 excavations of the circular platforms (Trench 43). 
 
Seal 160. Seal fragment of a man with double bun and three fingered hand or 
trident. Trench 39 North, upper levels, Harappa Phase.. 
 

Sign 134. Three signs are inscribed on this rim sherd of the Early 
Harappan Period (Kot Dijian Phase), dating to around 2800 BC. Two of 
the signs appear to be pictographs for a bow and arrow, but they 
probably had some other meaning that was defined by the diagonal slash 
at the end of the sequence of symbols. The bow and arrow sign is quite 
common in the later Indus script (see 135). 
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Slide 138. Three clay sealings from the Harappa Phase levels 
(2600-1900 BC) that may have come from large bundles of 
goods shipped to the site from a distant region. The clay does 
not appear to be the same type of clay as found near Harappa 
and each sealing has the impression of two different seals. 
 
Slide 142. Molded 
tablets from Trench 11 
sometimes have 
impressions on one, 
two, three or four 
sides. This group of 
molded tablets shows 

the complete set of motifs. One side is comprised entirely of script and 
has six characters, the first of which (on the very top) appears to be some 
sort of animal. A second side shows a human figure grappling with a 
short horned bull. A small plant with at least six branches is discernible 
behind the individual. The third panel portrays a figure seated on a charpoy or throne in a yogic position, with 
arms resting on the knees. Both arms are covered with bangles, and traces of a horned headdress and long hair 

are visible on some of the impressions. A second individual, also with long hair and 
wearing bangles, is seated on a short stool to the proper left of the individual on the 
"throne." The fourth panel shows a deity standing with both feet on the ground and 
wearing a horned headdress. A branch with three pipal leaves projects from the center 
of the headdress. Bangles on seen on both arms. 
 
Seal 145. A square steatite unicorn seal with a unique 
inscription was found in the street debris on the inside of the 

city wall. The two sets of signs on the right hand side of the seal would appear in 
reverse, i.e. be on the left, when it was pressed into clay. Harappan Period, c. 2300 BC. 
(More unicorn seals at 133, 154.) 
 
Slide 151. These two inscribed tablets (c. 2300 BC) have the same inscription, but it 
was written in opposite directions. What is even more interesting is that the top tablet 
is incised with the same "handwriting" as the Group 2 tablets described in (149). The bottom tablet belongs to 
the handwriting of Group 1 of the inscribed tablets (149). 
 
Inscribed objects from Harappa 2000-2001 (Jonathan Mark Kenoyer and Richard H. Meadow)  
Slide 185 Molded terracotta tablet (H2001-5075/2922-01) with a narrative scene of a man in a tree with a tiger 
looking back over its shoulder. The tablet, found in the Trench 54 area on the west side of Mound E, is broken, 
but was made with the same mold as ones found on the eastern side of Mound E and also in other parts of the 
site (see slide 89 for the right hand portion of the same scene). The reverse of the same molded terra cotta 
tablet shows a deity grappling with two tigers and standing above 
an elephant (see slide 90 for a clearer example from the same 
mold). Slide 90 
Slide 191 In one of the rooms uncovered in Trench 54, a pottery 
fragment with a sunburst painted decoration was discovered that 
could be dated to the the beginning of the Harappan Period, 

perhaps as early as 2600 BC.  
 
Sli 
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de 187 A faience button seal with geometric motif (H2000-4491/9999-34) was found on the 
surface of Mound AB at Harappa by one of the workmen. 

 
Slide 203. Steatite button seal Fired steatite button seal with four concentric circle 
designs from the Trench 54 area (H2000-4432/2174-3).  
Slide 204 sealing. Low fired sealing in terra cotta of a unicorn seal from the Trench 54 area 
(H2000-4453/2174-192). This type of clay sealing was used to seal bundles of goods for 

transport. 

 
Slide 205 Faience tablet or standard. This unique mold-
made faience tablet or standard (H2000-4483/2342-01) 
was found in the eroded levels west of the tablet workshop 
in Trench 54. On one side is a short inscription under a 
rectangular box filled with 24 dots. The reverse has a 
narrative scene with two bulls fighting under a thorny tree. 

Slide 206 Tablet with script. Mold-made faience tablet with script found in the eroded surface debris of Trench 
54 (H2000-4484/2227-15). 
Slide 208 Two steatite tablets. Two inscribed and baked 
steatite tablets from the Trench 54 area. One has the shape of a 
fish (H2000-4452/2174-191), while the 
other has a fish sign inscription (H2000-
4477/2227-11). 

Slide 209 Inscribed lead celt. Inscribed lead celt or ingot fragment 
from the Trench 54 area (H2000-4481/2174-321). The object was apparently 
chiseled to reduce its size. Lead may have been used as an alloy with copper, 
for making pigments, or as medicine. 
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Slide 207 Tablet with inscription. Twisted terra cotta tablet (H2000-4441/2102-464) with a 
mold-made inscription and narrative motif from the Trench 54 area. In the center is the 
depiction of what is possibly a deity with a horned headdress in so-called yogic position seated 
on a stool under an arch.   

  
Slide 244 Broken steatite mold. Broken steatite mold carved into a unique fan-shape. 
(H2001- 5069/2913-02). This mold was probably used to make a faience tablet that was 
found on the eroded slope to the south of the workshop in Trench 54 South (Slide 245). 
Slide 245 Molded faience tablet. Fan-shaped molded faience tablet found on the eroded 
slope south of the Trench 54 South workshop. It was probably made using the steatite mold found in the 

workshop (Slide 244). 
 
Slide 247 Faience tablet. Faience tablet (H2001-5082/2920-02) made from two colors of 
faience was found eroding from the Trench 54 South workshop area. Identical tablets made 
from two colors of faience were recovered in Area J, at the south end of Mound AB, in the 
excavations of Vats during the 1930s. 
Slide 248 Unique two-ed tablet. This uniquely shaped tablet (H2001-5090/2913-09), also 

made with two colors of faience, has an inscription similar to that seen on the pervious slide 
(247). This tablet was found inside the workshop in Trench 54 South. 

Slide 249 Inscribed steatite tablets. Inscribed steatite tablets made from two 
different colors of steatite have the same inscription. The sloppy nature of 
the inscription may be the reason why these tablets were discarded. Both 
tablets, incised on one side only, were found in the same excavation unit in 
the Trench 54 South steatite and faience workshop. (H2001-5084/2913-07 
and H2001-5068/2913-01). 
 
Stamp seal and a modern impression: unicorn or bull and inscription,, 

Mature Harappan period, ca. 2600–1900 B.C. Indus Valley 
Burnt steatite; 1 1/2 x 1 1/2 in. (3.8 x 3.8 cm) 

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/ho/02/ssa/ho_49.40.1.htm “Stamp seals were used in antiquity as marks of 
ownership and badges of status. In the large urban centers of the Harappan civilization, hundreds of square-
shaped stamp seals were found in excavations. They are engraved with images of wild or domestic animals, 
humans, fantastic creatures, and possibly divinities. The bull is the most popular animal motif on the Indus 
Valley glyptic art. In this example, the animal is rendered in the typical strict profile, standing before what 
might be an altar. Its shoulder is covered by a decorated quilt or harness in the shape of an upside-down heart 
pattern. Most of the square stamp seals have inscriptions along the top edge. The Indus script, invented around 
2600 B.C., is yet to be fully deciphered.” 
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Manuscripts in Schoyen Collection 
 
Some manuscripts available in the Schoyen Collection. Located mainly in London 
and Oslo. URL http://www.nb.no/baser/schoyen/contentnew3.html “The Schøyen 
Collection comprises most types of manuscripts from the whole world spanning 
over 5000 years. It is the largest private manuscript collection formed in the 20th 
century. The whole collection, MSS 1-5245, comprises 13,010 manuscript items, 
including 2,172 volumes. 6,510 manuscript items are from the ancient period, 3300 
BCE – 500 CE. For scholarly research and access the collection is a unique source, 
uniting materials usually scattered world wide to two locations only. These MSS 
are the world's heritage, the memory of the world. They are felt not really to belong 
to The Schøyen Collection and its owner, who only is the privileged, respectful and 
humble keeper, neither do they belong to a particular nation, people, religion, 
culture, but to mankind, being the property of the entire world. In the future The 
Schøyen Collection will have to be placed in a public context that can fulfil these 
visions…The Schøyen Collection is located mainly in Oslo and London. Scholars 

are always welcome, and are strongly encouraged to do research and to publish material.”  
Source:http://www.nb.no/baser/schoyen/intro.html#1.1    
 
Included in the 6,510 manuscript from the ancient period, 3300 BCE - 500 CE are the following epigraphs 
which are closely associated with the script of the Sarasvati Civilization. 
MS 249 Unidentified Minoan text. Knossos, Crete, 16th cent. BCE, Linear A script?  
MS in Minoan on clay, Knossos, Crete, 16th c. BC, 1 black roundel, 3,0x2,7 cm, 4 characters of late Minoan I 
Linear A script, 2 impressions (1,6x1,0 cm) on opposite edges by an amygdaloid seal with head of papyrus 
plant. 
Provenance: 1. Possibly the archive in the West Wing of the Knossos Palace (16th c. BC - ca. 1950); 2. 
Erlenmeyer Collection, Basel, CMS no. 120 (until 1981); 3. Erlenmeyer Foundation, Basel (1981-1988); 4. 
Christie's 5.6.1989:99. 
Commentary: The famous Linear B script of the Mycenean kings, consisting of syllabic signs, ideograms and 
numerals, resisted decipherment for a generation. When Michael Ventris deciphered it in 1952, the 
achievement was called the "Everest" in classical archaeology. The language was archaic Greek. Linear A, the 
earliest script of Europe, has so far resisted all attempts of decipherment, partly because the language is 
unknown, and the material small, ca. 700 copies only, while Linear B is known in 12,000 - 13,000 examples. 
This roundel is the only one in private ownership. Outside the Greek museums, they are, in fact, represented in 
2 Italian museums only. KN Wc 26 in Erik Hallager: The Knossos roundels, BSA 82(1987). 

 
This MS has signs which are comparable with the 
signs on epigraphs of Sarasvati-Sindhu Civilization. 
MS 4625 Cylinder seal with a scene of drinking 
from a straw, Pakistan ca. 1500-500 BCE 
Seal of hard red stone, Coast between Indus and the 
Persian Gulf, Pakistan, ca. 1500-500 BC, 1 cylinder 
seal matrix, diam. 1,3x3,2 cm, figure sitting left, 
holding a long straw from his mouth to a pot with 
bulbous body and narrow neck, resting on a stand; 
behind him a servant holding up a fan; behind the 
servant another standing person grasping a small 
quadruped. Above and below him 3 other quadrupeds. 

Between the 2 main figures a solar disc with rays and a crescent and a full moon combined.  
Provenance: 1. Found in Baluchistan?, Pakistan (1965); 2. The Waria Collection, Dadu, Pakistan (ca. 1965-
2001).  
Commentary: Drinking beer from a straw is known from Sumer ca. 2700 BC on, but usually a big pot from 
which a number of persons are all drinking through their own straws. The fan is known in Iranian seals of ca. 
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1300-1100 BC. While the scene as a whole is Near Eastern, the dress and anklets of the servant is clearly of 
Indian type. The iconography combined is thus unique.  
 
MS 4602 Indus Valley cylinder seal, ca. 3000 BCE depicting a palm tree and a man between two lions 
with wings and snakeheads, holding one arm around each, two long fish below, and one fish jumping 

after one lion’s tail or the tail of a sitting 
monkey above it 
Seal matrix on creamy stone or shell, Indus Valley, 
Pakistan, ca. 3000 BC, 1 cylinder seal, diam. 
2,0x3,7 cm, in fine execution influenced by the 
Jemdet Nasr style of Sumer.  
Provenance: 1. Found in Mehrgarh, Pakistan; 2. 
The Waria Collection, Dadu, Pakistan (-2001).  
Commentary: Similar fish can be found on Indus 
Valley pottery from the period and later 

http://www.nb.no/baser/schoyen/5/5.6/index.html#4602  
MS 4617 Pakistan, ca. 2200-2000 BCE 
White steatite, 1 square seal matrix, 4,3x4,3x1,9 cm, 6 
Indus Valley signs in a formal script of high quality, 
unicorn standing left facing an altar, with loop handle.  
Provenance: 1. The Waria Collection, Dadu, Pakistan (-
2001).  
Commentary: This seal is among the largest extant. The 
execution is representing Indus art at its best. The Indus 
script is still undeciphered, as is the Linear A script from 
Crete and the Rongo-Rongo script from Easter Island, 
which has numerous signs in common with the Indus 
script. 
MS 4619, Pakistan, ca. 2200-1800 BCE 
White coated grey steatite, Mohenjo-Daro?, Indus Valley, 
Pakistan, ca. 2200-1800 BC, 1 round seal matrix, diam. 

2,3x1,5 cm, 5 Indus Valley signs, bison left eating from a trough, with double 
loop handle.  
Context: Only 2 more round seals with inscriptions are known, both with bison and from Mohenjo-Daro (M-
415 and M-416).  
Provenance: 1. The Waria Collection, Dadu, Pakistan (1960'ies-2001).  
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MS5059 Pakistan, ca. 2200-1800 BCE 
White steatite, Mohenjo-Daro, Indus Valley, 2200-
1800 BC, 1 square stamp seal matrix, 3,4x3,4x1,7 cm, 
9 Indus valley signs 

Provenance: 1. Found in Mohenjo-Daro (ca. 1950-1970); 2. 
The Waria Collection, Dadu, Pakistan (-2001). 

MS5061 Pakistan, ca. 2200-1800 BCE 
White steatite, Mohenjo-Daro, Indus Valley, 2200-1800 BC, 1 square stamp seal matrix, 2,4x2,5x1,2 cm, 3 
Indus valley signs 
Provenance: 1. Found in Mohenjo-Daro (ca. 1950-1970); 2. The Waria Collection, Dadu, Pakistan (-2001).  
MS5062 Pakistan, ca. 2200-1800 BCE 

White steatite, Mohenjo-Daro, Indus Valley, 2200-1800 
BC, 1 square stamp seal matrix, 2,7x2,7x1,6 cm, 4 Indus 
valley signs 
Provenance: 1. Found in Mohenjo-Daro (ca. 1950-1970); 
2. The Waria Collection, Dadu, Pakistan (-2001).  
MS5065 Pakistan, ca. 1800 BCE 

MS 
Indus 

Valley 
language 

on copper, Mohenjo-Daro, Indus Valley, ca. 1800 
BC, 1 square stamp seal matrix, 1,3x1,3x0,9 cm, 3 Indus 
valley signs in script 
Provenance: 1. Found in Mohenjo-Daro (ca. 1950-
1970); 2. The Waria Collection, Dadu, Pakistan (-2001).  
Commentary: There is only one similar seal known, from Lothal (L-44). 
 
Parallels from Mesopotamia (and Anatolia) 
 
Administrative tablet with cylinder seal impression of a male figure, hunting dogs, and boars, 3100–2900 
B.C.; Jemdet Nasr period (Uruk III script) 
Mesopotamia Clay; H. 2 in. (5.3 cm) The seal impression depicts a male figure guiding two dogs on a leash 
and hunting or herding boars in a marsh environment. 
Cylinder seal and modern impression: hunting 

scene, 2250–2150 B.C.; late 
Akkadian period Mesopotamia 
Chert; H. 1 1/16 in. (2.8 cm) 
This seal, depicting a man 
hunting an ibex in a mountain 
forest, is an early attempt to 
represent a landscape in 
Mesopotamian art. It was 

made during the Akkadian period (ca. 2350–2150 B.C.), during which the 
iconographic repertory of the seal engraver expanded to include a variety of new 
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mythological and narrative subjects. The owner of the seal was Balu-ili, a high court official whose title was 
Cupbearer. http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/ho/02/wam/hod_41.160.192.htm  
 
Shaft-hole axhead with a bird-headed demon, boar,an d dragon, late 3rd–early 2nd 
millennium BCE Central Asia (Bactria-Margiana)  Silver, gold foil; 5 7/8 in. (15 cm) “Western 
Central Asia, now known as Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and northern Afghanistan, has yielded objects 
attesting to a highly developed civilization in the late third and early second millennium B.C. Artifacts from 
the region indicate that there were contacts with Iran to the southwest. Tools and weapons, especially axes, 
comprise a large portion of the metal objects from this region. This shaft-hole axhead is a masterpiece of three-
dimensional and relief sculpture. Expertly cast in silver and gilded with gold foil, it depicts a bird-headed hero 
grappling with a wild boar and a winged dragon. The idea of the heroic bird-headed creature probably came 
from western Iran, where it is first documented on a cylinder seal impression. The hero's muscular body is 
human except for the bird talons that replace the hands and feet. He is represented twice, once on each side of 
the ax, and consequently appears to have two heads. On one side, he grasps the boar by the belly and on the 
other, by the tusks. The posture of the boar is contorted so that its bristly back forms the shape of the blade. 
With his other talon, the bird-headed hero grasps the winged dragon by the neck. The dragon, probably 
originating in Mesopotamia or Iran, is represented with folded wings, a feline body, and the talons of a bird of 
prey.” 

Stamp seal, quatrefoil/maltese cross with infill, whip or 
snake  
MS on grey steatite, North Syria/North Iraq/Iran, 5th 
millennium BC, 1 square stamp seal, 3,0x3,5x0,6 cm, 1 
pictographic sign on reverse, pierced through.  
Provenance: 1. Erlenmeyer Collection, Basel (before 1958-
1981); 2. The Erlenmeyer Foundation, Basel (1981-1997); 
3. Sotheby's 12.6.1997:6.  
 

Stamp seal, standing male figure between two horned 
quadrupeds back to back and head to end  
 
MS on speckled dark-olive steatite or chlorite, North Syria/Iraq/Iran, 5th-4th 
millennium BC, 1 circular stamp seal, diam. 8,4x1,3 cm, pierced through. 
Provenance: 1. Erlenmeyer Collection, Basel (before 1958-1981); 2. The 
Erlenmeyer Foundation, Basel (1981-1997); 3. Sotheby's 12.6.1997:10. 
Commentary: The earliest stamp seals of Sumer had various geometric patterns, later 
more elaborate designs and illustrations like the present seal, as a proof of identity and 
ownership. These can, together with the counting tokens, possibly be considered 
forerunners to the pictographic script of ca. 3200 BC. 
http://www.nb.no/baser/schoyen/5/5.6/#2411  
Stamp seal, large ibex walking left 
MS on black steatite or chlorite, North Syria or Anatolia, 4th millennium BC, 1 
rectangular gabled stamp seal, 4,7x5,1x1,3 cm, pierced through.  
Provenance: 1. Erlenmeyer Collection, Basel (before 1958- 1981); 2. The 
Erlenmeyer Foundation, Basel (1981-1997); 3. Sotheby's 12.6.1997:8.  
 
MS 4631 Bulla-envelope with 11 plain and complex tokens inside, representing 
an account or agreement, tentatively of wages for 4 days’ work, 4 measures 
of metal, 1 large measure of barley and 2 small measures of some other 
commodity 
Bulla in clay, Adab, Sumer, ca. 3700-3200 BC, 1 spherical bulla-envelope (complete), diam. ca. 6,5 cm, 
cylinder seal impressions of a row of men walking left; and of a predator attacking a deer, inside a complete 
set of plain and complex tokens: 4 tetrahedrons 0,9x1,0 cm (D.S.-B.5:1), 4 triangles with 2 incised lines 
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2,0x0,9 (D.S.-B.(:14), 1 sphere diam. 1,7 cm (D.S.-B.2:2), 1 cylinder with 1 grove 2,0x0,3 cm (D.S.-B.4:13), 1 
bent paraboloid 1,3xdiam. 0,5 cm (D.S.-B.8:14).  
Context: MSS 4631-4646 and 5114-5127are from the same archive. Only 25 more bulla-envelopes are known 
from Sumer, all excavated in Uruk. Total number of bulla-envelopes worldwide is ca. 165 intact and 70 
fragmentary.  
Commentary: While counting for stocktaking purposes started ca. 8000 BC using plain tokens 
of the type also represented here, more complex accounting and recording of agreements 
started about 3700 BC using 2 systems: a) a string of complex tokens with the ends locked 
into a massive rollsealed clay bulla (see MS 4523), and b) the present system with the tokens 
enclosed inside a hollow bulla-shaped rollsealed envelope, sometimes with marks on the 
outside representing the hidden contents. The bulla-envelope had to be broken to check the 
contents hence the very few surviving intact bulla- envelopes. This complicated system was 
superseded around 3500-3200 BC by counting tablets giving birth to the actual recording in 
writing, of various number systems (see MSS 3007 and 4647), and around 3300-3200 BC the 
beginning of pictographic writing. 

Unicorn seal ROM 
996.74.5 Royal Ontario 
Museum, Canada 

Seal impression. 
Royal Ontario 
Museum, Canada (No 
ROM number)  

 
MS 2645 Indus valley script, and old akkadian illus tration. North West Afghanistan, ca. 
21st cent.  

This seal links Indus Valley and Old 
Akkadian civilizations. The seal is of blue 
stone, North West Afghanistan, ca. 23rd-
21st c. BC, 1 cylinder seal, 3,9x2,7 cm, 5 
Indus valley signs, illustration standing 
archer aiming his bow at a falling boar, in 
the style of the best Old Akkadian art in 
Sumer. 

 
Harappa, potsherd . 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Experts believe that this seal 

may have been used by a merchant from the 
Indus Valley who was living in Bahrein or Babylon. This 
seal was found in the Mesopotamian city of Babylon. The seal shows a bull and has a short inscription in the 
Indus Valley script. However, it is not square like seals from the Indus Valley. It is round with a knob on the 
back, which is more like seals from the Gulf island of Bahrein which date from about 2000 B.C. Other seals 
like this were found in the Sumerian city of Ur. A copy of a square, Indus-type seal with a picture of a bull was 
also found at Ur. However, this seal had an inscription in cuneiform script rather than in the Indus Valley 
script. 
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Harappa, seals, sealings and other miscellaneous 
objects of faience, stone, etc. selected for the 
Burdin Fine Arts Exhibition  

http://www.photocentralasia.com/specialex/specialex photos06.html  
 

 
A group of six steatite seals, each with a 
depiction of an ox before an altar beneath a 
row of pictographic symbols;  the reverse 
with a pierced boss. 

http://www.asianartresource.co.uk/mall/asianartreso urcecouk/products/product-
823937.stm  
Steatite seals in the British Museum 
 

 
  

  
 

 

 
(British Museum1892-12-
10, 1) 
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Hieroglyph Sign 
List 

(After Mahadevan) 
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Sign Variants 
 

V001 

V002 

V008 

V009 
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V012 

V014 

V015 

V017 

V019 

V028 

V029 

V032 

V035 

V038 

V039 

V040 

V048 
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V049 

V050 

V051 

V053 

V054 

V055 

V056 

V057 

V059 

V060 

V067 

V068 

V069 

V070 

V072 

V073 

V074 

V076 

V078 

V081 

V084 

V086 

V087 

V089 

V090 

V091 

V094 

V096 

V098 

V102 

V103 

V104 

V106 

V107 

V109 
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V111 

V112 

V119 

V120 

V121 

V123 

V124 

V125 

V127 

V128 

V130 

V132 

V136 

V137 

V141 

V142 

V143 

V146 

V149 

V150 

V155 

V158 

V159 

V162 

V167 

V169 

V171 

V173 

V175 

V176 

V177 
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V178 

V180 

V181 

V182 

V184 

V186 

V190 

V193 

V194 

V197 

V198 

V201 

V202 

V204 

V205 

V206 

V210 

V213 

V214 

V216 

V217 

V219 

V224 

V228 

V229 

V230 

V244 

V245 

V247 
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V252 

V253 

V254 

V258 

V259 

V261 

V264 

V267 

V272 

V275 

V277 

V278 

V284 

V286 

V287 

V289 

V290 

V292 

V294 

V295 

V296 

V297 

V298 

V302 

V303 

V305 

V307 

V312 

V322 

V324 

V326 

V327 

V328 

V330 
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V331 

V332 

V334 

V336 

V337 V338 

V340 

V341 

V342 

V343 

V345 

V347 

V348 

V358 

V359 

V365 

V367 

V371 

V373 

V374 

V375 

V379 

V381 

V384 

V387 

V389 

V391 

V393 

V394 

V400 

V402 

V403 

V417 
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Sign list created in 1995 by Tuomo Saarikivi and Bertil Tikkanen 
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Over 45 sites where objects with epigraphs have bee n discovered  – dated circa 3300 BCE to 
1500 BCE. The sites extend from Tepe Gawra on Tigris river on the west to Alamgirpur on Yamuna river on 
the east; from Altin Tepe in the north -- east of Caspian Sea (south of Turkmenistan) to Maski on Krishna river 
on the south.  
 
The expanse across the Persian Gulf and along the coastline of the Arabian Sea is matched by the riverine sites 
on the banks of Rivers Sindhu and Sarasvati.  
 
The rivers and the coastline were a veritable waterway enabling an extraordinary reach of the civilization 
exemplified by about 4,000 objects with epigraphs over this vast region stretching over 5000 kms from east to 
west and 2000 kms. from north to south and over a time horizon of nearly two millennia.  
 
(Map after Asko Parpola and Jagatpati Joshi, 1988, Corpus of Indus Seals and Inscriptions, Volume 1, 
Helsinki,  Academia Scientiarum Fennica and Map 8 in: Jane R. McIntosh, 2002, A Peaceful Realm – the Rise 
and Fall of the Indus Civilization, New York, Westview Press). 
 
The clustering of the find sites around the Sarasvati Sindhu river basins and the coasts of Gulf of Khambat and 
Kutch point to Meluhha (mleccha) as the language underlying the epigraphs. 
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Epigraph Discovery Sites and Epigraphs held in Museums 
 
Alamgirpur  
   
Allahdino  
   
Amri   
   
Balakot  
   
Banawali  
Bet Dwaraka 
Chandigarh 
Chanhudaro 
Daimabad 
Desalpur 
Dholavira 
Gharo Bhiro (Nuhato) 
Gumla 
Harappa 
Hissam-dheri 
Hulas 
Jhukar 
Kalibangan 
Kalako-deray 
Khirsara 
Kot-diji 
Lewandheri 
Loebanr 
Lohumjodaro 
Lothal 
Maski 
Mehi 

Mehrgarh  
   
Mohenjodaro 
Nindowari-damb 
Nausharo 
Naro-Waro-dharo 
Pabumath 
Prabhas Patan (Somnath) 
Pirak 
Rangpur 
Rakhigarhi 
Rahman-dheri 
Rohira 
Rojdi 
Rupar 
Shahi-tump 
Sibri-damb 
Surkotada 
Tarkhanewala-dera 
Tarakai Qila 
Unknown Provenance 
Museum Guimet, France 
Harappa 1993-95 
excavations 
Proto-elamite glyptics 
Mohenjodaro: other 
objects 
West Asia 
Near East  
Ashmolean Museum, 
Oxford 
Tell Suleimah, Iraq 

Pierport Morgan Library, 
New York 
Tell Asmar (Eshnunna), 
Iraq 
Gulf states 
Early Harappan bowl with 
‘fish’ glyph 
Nippur 
Ur 
Saharanpur, Western Uttar 
Pradesh 
Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, New York 
Nausharo and other sites 
Inscribed objects from 
Harappa 2000-2001 
Manuscripts in Schoyen 
Collection 
Parallels from 
Mesopotamia (and 
Anatolia) 
Shaft-hole axhead 
(Bactria-Margiana) 
Anatolia and the Caucasus 
Bulla-envelope, Adab, 
Sumer 
Royal Ontario Museum 
Burdin Fine Arts 
Exhibition 
Steatite seals in the British 
Museum
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Clay tablet with a poem in Sumerian, dated to 
circa 1500 BCE. God Enki 
describes Meluhha. 
Discovered in 1898 by Herman 
Hilprecht and John Peters – 
Universityh of Pennsylvania -- 
at Nippur..(After Louvre/Art 
Resource) 
Button seal (circa 2800 to 

2600 

BCE). Harappa. (After JM 
Kenoyer/Courtesy Dept. of 
Archaeology and Museums, Govt. of Pakistan). 
 
Seal showing a horned tiger. Mohenjodaro. (After Scala/Art 
Resource). 
 
 

Signboard on the North Gate leading to the 
walled citadel. Dholavira. Courtesy ASI. 
There is a glyph common to the Dholavira sign board, 
to the epigraph on the horned-tiger seal and the glyph 
on the button seal of Harappa. The glyph is a ‘lid, 

cover’ for a pot: ^ Lexemes: ad.aren, d.aren lid, 

cover (Santali) Rebus: aduru ‘native metal’ (Ka.). It 
is possible to unravel many substratum lexemes of 

Mleccha (Meluhhan) and at the same time, decode the epigraphs; the key is to unravel the dialectical 
continuum of the linguistic area circa 5500 years Before Present. Since the cultural traits of the civilization 
which evolved about 5500 years Before Present are present even today in Bharat, the languages of Bharat 
constitute the data set for decoding lexemes of such a dialectical continuum. A remarkable cultural trait which 
continues into the historical periods of Bharat is the use of copper plates to record epigraphs as property 
transactions. The epigraphs are the artifacts created by artisans of the Sarasvati civilization, the metal workers 
who recorded the ownership of the furnaces and trade in a civilizational resource: stones, metals and minerals. 
This hypothesis on language, writing system and function served by the epigraphs, will be tested further in a 
separate volume of the Saptathi Sarasvati, the septet of 7 volumes on Sarasvati. 
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Writing System: 
Structure, form and function 

 
All words are semantic indicators 
 
An ancient system of writing in vogue in Bharat, is referred to as mlecchita vikalpa, one of the 64 arts to be 
learnt and listed in Va_tsya_yana’s Ka_masutra. Mlecchita Vikalpa means: ‘writing in cipher.’ A cipher or 
code can be created through a system of glyphs, called rebus. 
 
All words are semantic indicators. ella_ccollum porul. kur-ittan-ave_ (Tol. Col. Peya. 1) 
 
For each morpheme conveyed by a pictorial motif, a similar sounding ‘substantive’ morpheme (homonym) 
will be identified. The formula in this rebus methodology is:  
 
Image = Sound = Meaning 
 
Rebus (Latin: ‘by means of things’) is a graphemic expression of the phonetic shape of a word or syllable. 
Rebus uses words pronounced alike (homophones) but with different meanings. Sumerian script was 
phonetized using the rebus principle. So were the Egyptian hieroglyphs based on the rebus principle.  
 
The rebus system of writing, thus, is governed by the organizing principle: all glyphs are phonetic indicators 
or phonetic determinants. 
 
It will be demonstrated, by presenting clusters of epigraphs of Sarasvati Civilization, that the glyphs used to 
constitute the epigraphs are mlecchita vikalpa, a rebus writing system, evolved circa 3300 BCE in Harappa, an 
archaeological site located on the.left bank of River Ravi and rigt-bank of River Sarasvati [trunk tributary: 
S’utudri (RV), S’atadru (MBh.), Sutlej (historical periods)]. 
 

 
Ravi potsherd with an early writing system (Harappa , 1998 find; after Kenoyer Slide 124). 
Locus 
 
The epigraphs of Sarasvati (Bharatiya) Civilization contained in over 3000 objects present a remarkably 
uniform writing system over an expansive area and from over 45 sites ranging from Rakhigarhi on the east to 
Shahitump on the west, from Ropar on the north to Daimabad in the south. 
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Epigraphs have also been found in neighbouring civilization sites such as: Ur, Tepe Yahya, in areas now called 
Iran, Iraq and Persian Gulf States. 
 
Earliest writing system of the world? Comparative evaluation of early writing systems 
 
It is likely that we are dealing with one of the earliest inventions of writing in the world; the earliest epigraph 
of the civilization has recently been discovered (year 2000) at Harappa on a potsherd. This stratigraphically 
dated (circa 3300 BCE) discovery is close to the date of the early writing system using cuneiform on clay 
tablets in Mesopotamia or Proto-Elamite tablets (dated circa 4th millennium BCE). 
 
An evaluation of the writing system can be presented in terms of structure, form and function of the writing 
system. 
 
This can also be evaluated in the perspective of similar writing systems which evolved in neighbouring 
civilizations such as Mesopotamia and Egypt. 
 
The Egyptian writing system composed of hieroglyphs was decoded because a Rosetta Stone was available 
with the same epigraph written with hieroglyptic writing system was also transcribed in the known scripts of 
Greek and Coptic. 
 
Rosetta Stones 
 
Even though a ‘Rosetta Stone’ has not been discovered so far to enable a conclusive presentation of the code 
used by the writing system, there are inscriptions available in neighbouring civilization areas containing 
glyphs comparable to Sarasvati (Bharatiya) Hieroglyphs. A comparative evaluation of the glyptic art forms 
found on cylinder seals and tablets of Mesopotamia and Elam, for example, will also be attempted to draw 
parallels in structure, form and function of the writing system which emerged in the fourth millennium BCE in 
what is referred to as the Near East (Mesopotamia – Tigris-Euphrates River Basin, Dilmun-Magan-Persian 
Gulf; Elam – Oxus River Basin) and Meluhha (Sarasvati-Sindhu River Basin).  
 
The more numerous rosetta stones are the 8000 semantic clusters of lexemes from Bharatiya languages which 
enable homonyms to be identified to be tagged to the hieroglyphs created by braziers. 
 
Structure 
 
The structure of the writing system is divided into two distinctive elements which together make up the 
epigraphs: pictorial motifs (or over 100 field symbols) and signs (over 400). The pictorial motifs are glyphs 
such as:  
 
wild animals (e.g. tiger, elephant, boar, monkey), domesticated animals (e.g. bull, buffalo, deer) and other 
living phenomena (e.g. snake, eagle, scorpion, lizard, fish, branches of tree, stalks of plants);  
glyphs presented in unique geometrical forms: svastika, dotted-circle, trefoil, vedi (fire-altar); and  
representations of inanimate objects of house-hold use (e.g. rim of pot, rimless pot, double-axe) 
 
A characteristic structural feature of the writing system is that the glyphs are recorded on a variety of objects: 
seals, tablets, copper plates, bangles and there are epigraphs recorded even on metal weapons.  
 
Blurred distinctions between 'pictorials' and 'signs'  
 
The distinction between pictorial motifs and signs gets blurred in many compositions presented in the script 
inscriptions.  
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Thus, a svastika  appears together with an elephant or a tiger.The 'svastika' is a  pictorial and also a 
sign 
 
Sign 148  Glyph: sathiya_ (Pkt.); rebus: satva 'zinc' (Ka.) Elephant: ib; rebus: ib 'iron'; Tiger: kol; 
rebus: kol 'pan~caloha alloy of metals'. 

 
m1186AComposition: horned person with a pigtail standing between the branches of a pipal tree; a low 
pedestal with offerings (? or human head?);  a horned person kneeling in adoration;  a ram with short tail and  

curling horns; a row of seven robed figures, with twigs on their pigtails. 
 
samr.obica, stones containing gold (Mundari.lex.) cf. soma (R.gveda) 
samanom = an obsolete name for gold (Santali). 
 
saman: = to offer an offering, to place in front of; front, to front or face 
(Santali) [Note the glyph of short-horned bulls facing each other.]  
 
bali = iron stone sand (Santali) bal = to bore a hole, or to puncture, with a red 
ho iron (Santali) [Note: the dotted circle may denote rebus: bali ‘iron stone 
sand’.] 

 
era = a bait; food; a victim for sacrifice (Te.lex.) [Note. A bait (?) placed on a low stool as an offering on a 
glyptic representation of offering].1 
 
er-agu = a bow, an obeisance; er-aguha = bowing, coming down (Ka.lex.) er-agisu = to bow, to be bent; to 
make obeisance to; to crouch; to come down; to alight (Ka.lex.) cf. arghas = respectful reception of a guest (by 
the offering of rice, du_rva grass, flowers or often only of water)(S’Br.14)(Skt.lex.) erugu = to bow, to salute 
or make obeisance (Te.) 
 
erka = ekke (Tbh. of arka) aka (Tbh. of arka) copper (metal); crystal (Ka.lex.) cf. eruvai = copper (Ta.lex.) 
eraka, er-aka = any metal infusion (Ka.Tu.) eruvai ‘copper’ (Ta.); ere dark red (Ka.)(DEDR 446). 
 
Many-sided tablets with epigraphs 
 
Inscriptions are recorded on many ‘tablets’ with upto six sides. Harappan ‘miniature tablets’ are incised flat 
plates of steatite. Mohenjodaro has yielded engraved copper tablets. Moulded terracotta or faience tablets 
occur with many repeated texts produced in bas-relief. "On one particular moulded tablet (existing in several 
identical copies), we see an anthropomorphic deity sitting on a low dais, flanked on either side by a kneeling 
man and a snake; one of these supplicant men has both his hands raised in worship, while the other is giving 
what looks like a sacrificial vessel to the deity. Another moulded tablet (again available in several copies) has 
a similar offering scene, except that here the kneeling worshipper holds out the pot towards a tree. On both 

tablets the sacrificial vessel looks exactly like the U-formed Indus sign." 
(Parpola, 1996).  
 
The vessel shown on the tablet is a rimmed, narrow-necked pot; the vessel 
shown on Sign 45 is a rimless, wide-mouthed pot. 

  
Triangular terracotta amulet, one side (Md 013), surface find 
Mohenjodaro; seated horned person on a throne with hoofed 
legs, surrounded by fishes, gavials and snakes; Ashmolean 
Museum, Oxford; Parpola, 1994,. p. 186.  
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Glyph ligatures 
 
http://kalyanaraman.net/signs/Cylind~5.jpgThere are many pictorial ligatures exemplied by such compositions 
of animals, further exemplified by the composition referred to as the 'fabulous animal'.  

 

m0300 2521 
 
m0300 (Body of a ram, horns of a bull, trunk of an elephant, hindlegs of a tiger 
and an upraised serpent-like tail). Ligatures are basic signs and/or pictorials in 
inscriptions super-imposed on one another to compose a composite 
representation of components.  
 
Ligaturing is a procedure for attaching two signs or field symbols or parts of 
field symbols (e.g. combining heads of unicorn, short-horned bull, antelope, or 

leaf images) into one composite motif.  
 
Concept of ligaturing and parallels in Mesopotamian civilization: provide clues to an understanding of 
logography used in inscribed objects of Sarasvati Sindhu Civilization 
 
Form 
 
The form of the writing system is governed by a remarkably economical use of glyphs (both pictorial motifs 
and signs); an average of 5 signs are used in a message with or without pictorial motifs. This economy of use 
is ompensated by a system of ligaturing glyphs (both pictorial motifs and signs, exemplified by ligatures of 
multiple animal motifs and ligatures of, say, rimless pot with a five-petalled plant such as taberna montana). 
 
Thus the form is essentially glyptic, not unlike the Egyptian hieroglyphs, with the variation that unlike 
Egyptian hieroglyphs which are presented in ‘sequence’, many glyphs of the civilization occur in ligatured 
forms.  
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Function 
 
One of the functions performed by the writing system is to record information about traded commodities. This 
is surmised from the presence of sealings (i.e. clay tablets with impressions of seals) with impressions of 

straw-mats used to pack the traded commodities.  A 
remarkable epigraph with ten signs occurs on a 
monolithic board which should have been mounted atop 
the gate of Dholavira stone fortification.A function 
performed by the writing system used on weapons is to 
record ownership.  
The function of the writing system can thus be related to 
the early concepts of private property – to record personal 
possessions of tools, tools-of-trade or even, products 
produced or professions of the person who possesses the 
object recording the epigraph. Copper plate has been used 
in Bharatiya civilization, even during historical times, to 
record property transactions and as a record of possession 
of the recorded property. 
The rebus system of writing, thus, is governed by the 
organizing principle: all glyphs are phonetic indicators 

or phonetic determinants. 
 
Evolution of writing 
 
Early writing systems were related to 
counting of objects. 
One of the signs in this group of 
Uruk tablets is a circle with four 
segments, perhaps representing four felloes of a wheel. Tablets. 
Uruk, Sumer. Numbers and fish signs. [After JV Kinnier Wilson, 
1987, Fish rations and the Indus script: some new arguments in 
the case for accountancy, South Asian Studies 3: 41-6: 43, fig. 2 
based on photographs in Adam Falkenstein, 1936, Archaische Texte aus Uruk, bearbeitet und 
herausgegeben, Ausgrabungen der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft in Uruk/Warka,2, Berlin: 
texts 256, 68 and 336.] It is likely that the fish signs connoted some countable objects. Note that 
on tablet a there is a device which may be comparable to the standard device on many SSVC 
inscribed objects in front of the one-horned bull. 

 
Numerical sign systems used on Susa III-type tablets. Sexagesimal System (S); Bisexagesimal system (B and 
Bs); Decimal System (D); S’E systems (S’, S’# and S’”); Variant S’E system attested in Tepe Yahya; Gan2 
system (G). “With the exception of the decimal and bisexagesimal B# systems, the rest of the numerical 
systems in use at Susa during the Susa III period were either identical oto or else derived from the systems 
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found in the proto-cuneiform texts from Uruk.” (After P. Damerow and Englund, R.K., 1989, The Proto-
Elamite Texts from Tepe Yahya, Cambridge: American School of ; D.T. Potts, 1999, The Archaeology of Elam, 
Cambridge University Press, p. 75 ). The dots are reminiscent of the raised dots which occur on the copper 
hoard objects in Bha_rata. Depending on the size used in Susa texts, the dots connote 3, 6, 10, 3600. While 
there could be no genetic link between the Susa III texts (c. 3000 BCE), the earliest Old Elamite inscriptions 
(c. 2300 BCE) and the Copper Hoards of Bha_rata (c. 2000 BCE), since pictographs could be similar in 
disparate cultures, the appearance of ‘dots’ on copper objects may reasonably be seen as some system of 
numeration related to the moulds used and perhaps the number of copper objects produced in one pouring of 
molten metal into the moulds. There is also a possibility that a phoneme may be indicated by the ‘dot’ which 
represented, say, the type of proportional mixing used in hardening an alloyed metallic object. [t.ud.ak = a dot; 
t.un.d.i = the point where the shafts of a bullock cart unite, and where the yoke is attached (Santali.lex.) If a 
dot represented a t.ud.ak and t.ud.u is a Santal sept, it is possible that the number of dots connoted the 
numerical order of the Sept to which the copper hoard product belonged]. 
 
Using signs to denote or to count objects 
 
Clay tokens compared with archaic Sumerian pictogra ms from Uruk.  [After Denise 
Schmandt-Besserat, 1978, The earliest precursor of writing, Scientific American, 238 (6): 50-59: 56].  
 
The Elamite inscriptions indicate the use of writing system to transfer bronze or wood articles.  

 
Ivory handle of a flint-bladed knife.  Gebel el-‘Araq, Upper Egypt. Motif is 
Sumerian style of the Jemdet Nasr period.[After James Pritchard, 1969,  The 
ancient near East in pictures, relating to the Old Testament, Princeton, 90, no. 
290]. The carved flint knife from Gebel el-‘Araq shows on its handle a man in 
Sumerian dress subduing two lions, three jackals (tigers), two rams; two bulls 
(partially seen from hoofs); related to a period predating the First Dynasty of 
Egypt which started c. 3000 BCE. Rebus: ara = lion; copper; kol = jackal, tiger; 
metal; mr..eka = ram; meluhha, ‘copper’. 
A bilingual inscription of Puzur-Ins’us’inak, the last Elamite king of Awan 
dynasty (c. 2260-2225 BCE). Akkadian segment reads: ‘To the god Ins’us’inak, 
his lord, Puzur-Ins’us’inak, Governor of Susa, Regent of the land of Elam, son of 
S’imbis’huk, dedicated a bolt of bronze (and) cedar-wood’. Two identical 
sequences of four signs in the first two columns in Linear Elamite (I 7-10 and II 5-

8) were read s’u-s’i-na-ak by F. Bork in 1905, immediately after the text was published by V. Scheil in 1905. 
[After Francois Vallat, 1986, Les Documents epigraphiques de l’acropole (1969-1971), Cahiers de la 
delegation archeologique Francaise en Iran, I, Paris: 341, fig. 3] While Linear Elamite with 103 known signs is 
likely to be syllabic, proto-Elamite writing had hundreds of signs used in c. 3100-2900 BCE, comparable to 
archaic Sumerian with wedge-like counting devices and pictograms. 
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The point to note is the correlation between weapon objects and use of a writing system. 
 
Evidence for use in enumeration of goods 
This is a sample of the use of seals with pictographs typical 
of the Indian civilization found in Mesopotamia; an apparent 
indication of the use of seals as bills of lading: 
Clay tag from Umma, Iraq . (a) Obverse: impression of 
a stamp seal with typical Sarasvati civilization glyphs; (b) 
reverse: cloth impression indicating that the tag was part of a 

packaging. Department of Ancient Near East (accession no. 1931.120), Ashmolean 
Museum, Oxford. [After Parpola, 1994, fig. 7.16]. 

 
Plain tokens (Starting about 8000-7500 BCE to 3200 BCE, the tokens were plain); large and small spheres, 
tetrahedrons, cones, and cylinders from Uruk, Iraq. German Archaeological Institute, Berlin.  

Complex tokens, 3300 BCE 
(left to right) bent coils, 
triangle, paraboloids, and 
rectangle, from Susa, Iran. 
Louvre Museum, Paris.  
Triangle tokens (3300 BCE) 
with 2,3,4,5 and 8 lines, from 
Susa, Iran. Louvre Museum, 

Paris.  
Pictographic tablet (circa 3100 BCE) from Godin Tepe, Iran. 
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto. “33 jars of oil”: V represented a 
jar of oil; three circles represented 3 tens; and three wedges the 
numeral 3 making a total of 33. Counting and writing are two 

closely interrelated processes of numeracy and literacy. 

 
Tokens have been found in 43 and 40 sites in Iraq 
and Iran respectively. “Each token shape, with its 
own markings, had a specific meaning…For 
example, the cone and sphere seemingly represented 
two separate measures of grain equivalent to our 
modern liter (quart) and bushel (36 liters), 
respectively; the ovoid stood for a jar of oil; and a 
disk with an incised cross meant a sheep. Other 
tokens, such as the lenticular disk, may have referred 
to a collection of animals, such as a flock (perhaps 
ten animals)…The difficulting in storing the counters 
inspired the creation of clay envelopes so that they 
could be kept in discrete groups…From tokens to 
impressed tablets. The system of markings on 
envelopes ushered in a new phase of the token 
system. It became obvious to the accountants dealing 

with the envelopes that it was unnecessary to repeat the information, first with tokens inside the envelope and 
second with markings outside. Thus, solid clay tablets bearing impressed signs replaced the hollow envelopes, 
holding tokens…From tokens to pictographic writing. The impressed signs satisfactorily translated the shapes 
of the former plain tokens. The complex tokens with multiple markings, however, did not lend themselves to 
being impressed and gave rise to incised signs traced with a stylus (figure)…The token system paved the way 
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not only for pictographic writing but also for the invention of the abstract numerals that are fundamental to 
mathematics.” The addresses on fragments of clay at Tello prove that sealings were employed on bundles 
despatched from city to city (L.W. King: A history of Sumer and Akkad, 1910, pp. 236-7). Cylinder seals are a 
typical Sumerian invention. The use coincides with the use of clay tablets, starting at the end of the 4th 
millennium up to the end of the first millennium. Thereafter stamp seals are used again.  Many cylinder seals 
were used in trading moveable property items of the Mesopotamian civilization. Such seals were also used in 
the Sarasvati-Sindhu civilization. Clay tablets were used for accounting, literary, administrative documents; 
the invention was expanded to economic needs (the first tablets are predominantly economic in nature). The 
seals served as signature, confirmation of receipt, or to mark clay tablets and  building blocks. 
 
Documenting ownership of possessions 
 
What started as a writing system to count objects was later extended either to define the objects themselves or 
to identify the owners of objects. 
 

Drawing of the design on the gold bowl 
from Hasanlu, circa tenth to ninth centuries 
BCE. The three individuals wearing 
patterned tunics (two men and one woman) 
wear garment pins at shoulder. The 
depiction of two chariots, three daggers and 
furniture are indicative of the property items 
significant enough to be incised on a gold 
bowl. A photograph of the bowl appears in 
‘Art and Archaeology of Western Iran in 
Prehistory’ in Part 5, Vol. II. The bowl is in 
the Musee Iran Bastan, Tehran. Drawing by 
Maude de Schauensee; The University 
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, 
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 
[Fig. 20 in: Jack M. Sasson (ed.), 
Civilizations of the Ancient Near East, 
p.2504]. 
 
[Denise Schmandt-Besserat, Record keeping 
before writing, in: Jack M. Sasson (ed.), 

Civilizations of the Ancient Near East, pp. 2097-2179]. 
 
Incised arrowheads. El-Khadr arrowheads I-IV. Reading down, I and III are inscribed hs. ‘bdlb’t (arrow of 
Abdlabi’at). The same inscription is found on II and IV, but II omits the aleph and IV omits the second beth; 
both omissions are probably accidental. Benjamin Sass, 1988, The genesis of the alphabet and its development 
in the second millennium BCE. 
 
The point to note is that the arrow-heads were important property items which required the owner’s to identify 
them with inscriptions. 
 
Each sign is not an alphabet or syllable, but a word 
 
There are over 170 inscriptions with only one sign (in addition to the field symbol); about 30 inscriptions have 
only two signs (Sepo Koskenniemi et al., 1973, p. x). 
 
These statistics establish the following facts:    
 
A combination of pictorials without the use of any sign constitute a message.  
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One or two signs and/or a pair of signs are adequate to compose the core of a message.  
 
This leads to the apparent conclusion that the solus sign or each sign in a pairwise combinations (which 
constitute the core of information conveyed) is not an alphabet or a syllable, but a word.  
 
This apparent evidence is echoed in Koskenniemi et al: "... the Indus script is in all likelihood a relatively 
crude morphemographic writing system. The graphemes would usually stand for he lexical morphemes... This 
hypothesis is based on the approximate date this writing system was created (circa 26th century BCE), the 
parallel presented by the Sumerian writing system of that time (the Fara texts of the 26th century), the brevity 
of recurring combinations, and the number of different graphemes." (Koskenniemi and Parpola, 1982, pp. 10-
11). Another echo is found in the structural analysis of Mahadevan: " G.R. Hunter (1934, p. 126) formulated a 
set of criteria for segmentation of the texts and found that almost every sign of common occurrence functioned 
as a single word. The Soviet group (M.A. Probst and A.M. Kondratov in Y.V. Knorozov et al., Proto-Indica, 
Moscow, 1965) analyzed texts on the computer and concluded that the Indus script is essentially morphemic in 
character, resembling the Egyptian hieroglyphic system in this respect. I have described the logical word-
division procedures developed by me (I. Mahadevan, "Recent advances in the study of the Indus script", 
Puratattva, Vol. 9, p. 34), which show that most of the signs of the Indus script are word-signs... no one has so 
far been able to establish by objective analytical procedures the existence of purely phonetic syllabic signs in 
the Indus script... Phonograms formed by the rebus principle can be recognized only if the underlying 
language is known or assumed as a working hypothesis. Since the identity of the Harappan language has not 
yet been established beyond doubt, it cannot be said that any phonogram has been recognized with certainty... 
It is however very likely that there are rebus-based phonograms in the Indus script, as otherwise, it is very 
difficult to account for the presence of such unlikely objects such as the fish, birds, animals and insects in what 
are most probably names and titles on the seal-texts. It is likely that the Indus script resembles in this respect 
the Egyptian script in which pictographic signs serve as phonetic signs based on the rebus principle (e.g. the 
picture of a ‘goose’ stands for ‘son’ as the two words are homonymous in the Egyptian language). It is not 
always possible in the present state of our knowledge to distinguish between ideograms and phonograms..." (I. 
Mahadevan, "Towards a grammar of the Indus texts: ‘intelligible to the eye, if not to the ears’, Tamil 
Civilization, Vol. 4, Nos. 3 and 4, Tanjore, 1966, pp. 18-19). 
 
According to the Parpola concordance which contains a corpus of 2942 inscriptions, 300 inscriptions are 
composed of either one sign or two signs. Many signs occur in predictable pairs; 57 pairwise combinations 
account for a total frequency of 3154 occurrences (32% of 9798 occurrences of all pairwise combinations). 
Given the statistical evidence that the average length of a text is 5 signs, it is apparent that one sign or a pair of 
signs represents a ‘substantive category’ of information, i.e., a complete message. 
 
In addition to the field symbol, the texts of the inscriptions are composed of an average of five signs. The 
longest inscription has 26 signs (found on two identical three-sided tablets: M-494 and M-495 of Parpola 
corpus).  
 
Pictorial motifs (glyphs) are also messages, words 
 
There are over 25 inscriptions which have only pictorial motifs, 40 inscriptions have only one sign (in addition 
to the field symbol); about 110 inscriptions have only two signs; and nearly 150 inscriptions have only 3 signs. 
(See also: Sepo Koskenniemi et al., 1973, p. x). There are over 50 inscribed objects with just the svastika_ 
pictorial motif. 
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Inscribed objects 
with only pictorial 
motifs (no texts) 

h128 

 
jhukar1

Maski 

Kaliba

ngan057
Kalibangan058 

m1256

m1257 

m1259

m1260 

 
m0352A

 
m0352C 

 
m0352D 

 

m0352E  
m0352F  

 m1654A  
ivory cube 

 
m1654B ivory cube 

 
m1654D ivory cube  

 
m0438atcopper 

m448t 

  

m0496At  
m0496Bt 

 
Prabhas Patan 
(Somnath) 1A 

 
Prabhas Patan 
(Somnath)1B 

 
Sibri-damb01A 

 
Sibri-damb01B 

 

Amri06  
m1171 Composite 
animal with the 
body of an ox, and 
three heads: of one-
horned bull (looking 
forward), of 
antelope (looking 
backward) and of a 
short-horned bull 
(bison) (looking 
downward. 

 
m0270 [Incomplete 
seal?] 

 
m0271 Goat-
antelope with  horns 
turned 
backwards and a 
short tail
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Speculations on 
the functions of the script 

 
Recording property items 
 
Any number of reasonable speculations may be made given the object types such as tablets which 
may have had many duplicates and objects such as seals and bangles which could have been carried 
on the person possessing the object perhaps worn on the wrist. If the script was intended to serve a 
personal marker in a disciplined cultural group there is a possibility that the script was used not to 
record personal names but to record personal items of property or OTHER items of value entrusted 
to the person by the collective cultural group. The script could thus be hypothesized to have served 
the purpose of recording the name of a commodity or product and the quantities or VALUE of such 
products. 

 
Early script distinguished from potters’ marks 
 
“The invention of a writing system is very different 
from the use of abstract symbols in rituals or for 
identification. Neolithic and chalcolithic artisans 
painted and incised symbols on pottery and other 
material goods. Some symbols are simplified 
pictures of plants, animals or sacred mountains; 
otheres are abstract geometric shapes, lines, circles 
and triangles…On the basis of recent excavations of 
the Period 2 occupation levels at Harappa (2800-
2600 BCE), along with discoveries at other such 
early sites as Nausharo, it appears that there may 
have been one or more Early Indus scripts.  
  
“At Harappa, we find increasing evidence for the use 
of multiple abstract symbols that were inscribed on 
pottery prior to or after firing. Some of these 
symbols are identical to characters used in the later 
Indus script and even occur in the same sequence, 
suggesting that they represented the same sounds or 
meanings. The Early Indus script was probably 
distinct from the more widespread use of poters’ 
marks, because such marks continued to be used 
even after the invention of the script. This pattern of 
use suggests that their function was different and to 
some extent, independent of writing itself…The 
invention, acceptance and eventual adoption of the 
Indus script by all of the regional settlements should 
be seen as a process stimulated primarily by local 
needs and fulfilled using a culturally meaningful set 
of signs. 
 

“Many inscriptions consist of only one sign: in these 
cases, the grapheme must represent a word or an 
idea. The most common sign ‘horned U’ is often 
used alone, but it also can be combined into other 
sign sequences. This sign may be a pictograph of a 
bull with horns, or a handled container, but it 
undoubtedly represents a very important word or 
idea…Although it is generally agreed that the Indus 
script is not an alphabetic form of writing, it does 
not have enough different signs to be a logographic 
script…The Indus script was carved, incised, 
chiseled, inlaid, painted, molded, and embossed on 
terracotta and glazed ceramic, shell, bone and ivory, 
sandstone, steatite and gypsum, copper and bronze, 
silver and gold… 
 
“The wide variety of materials and techniques 
involving the Indus script is unparalleled in the mid-
third millennium BCE….It is interesting to note 
that no seal has ever been found with a human 
burial in the Indus Valley, whereas in Egypt and 
Mesopotamia the person’s seal was usually 
included with the burial offerings…Incised and 
molded tablets…In one area two groups of 
identical incised steatite tablets (nine with one set 
of inscriptions and four with another set) were 
found along with seals, weights and pendants. 
(Madho Sarup Vats, Excavations at Harappa, Delhi, 
Govt. of India Press, 1940, 58-59). In area G, south 
of the recently discovered gateway on Mound ET, 
Vats found a concentration of thirty-one identical 
cylindrical terracotta tablets of unknown 
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use…The Indus tablets may have been used as 
tokens, made up in advance and distributed when 
goods were brought into the city as tribute or for 
sale.“ [JM Kenoyer, 1998, pp. 69-74]. 
 
In Mesopotamia, cuneiform writing was used for 
two different languages: Akkadian and Sumerian. 
The rebus principle was used in Mesopotamian 
writing systems, i.e. to represent concrete objects 
using symbols which sound phonetically similar to 
the concrete object intended to be represented. It is 
likely that the symbols used on inscribed objects of 
SSVC were based on such a rebus principle. 
 
In addition to the languages of North India, South 
India and of Munda family of languages, there is an 
unknown, language X which is not associated with 
any of the known language families. (Walter A. 
Fairservis, Jr. and Franklin C. Southworth, 
Linguistic Archaeology and the Indus Valley 
Culture, in: Old problems and new perspectives in 
the archaeology of South Asia, ed., J. Mark Kenoyer, 
Madison, Wis., UW-Madison Department of 
Anthropology, 1989, 133-41). “In addition to the 
presence of different language families, there were 
undoubtedly many different dialects spoken 
throughout the Indus Valley. During the Early 
Historic period in South Asia many people spoke 
more than one dialect. For example, Sanskrit was 
spoken in the ritual and administrative contexts 
whereas regional Prakrit dialects were spoken at 
home. (AK Ramanujan, Toward an Anthology of 
City Images, in: Urban India: Society, Space and 
Image, ed., Richard G. Fox, Durham, Duke 
University, 1971, 224-44). Although it is possible 
that the Indus script represents the formal language 
spoken by elites, some names and words could 
reflect local dialects that varied from region to 
region. Consequently, if the writing on the seals does 
represent more than one language or dialect, we 
cannot decipher it until a bilingual text or a 
dictionary has been discovered.” (JM Kenoyer, 
1998, p. 78). 
 
The association of the find spots in Harappa of 
inscribed objects with other objects such as seals, 
weights and pendants is to be noted as a pointer to 
the possible functions performed by the writing 
system. On the golden pendant described below, “all 
inscriptions appear to have been made by the same 
sharp, pointed tool by the same hand. These 
inscriptions are extremely important because they 
are clearly different from the types of inscriptions 
found on the large copper celts and chisels which 

also have been found in large hoards. On copper or 
bronze tools, the writing appears formal, carefully 
chiseled in a vertical line down the center of the ax 
or chisel. Other examples are oriented along the butt 
end of the celts, but in most instances the script 
would have been partially or totally obscured by 
hafting. One hoard found at Harappa contained fifty-
six copper/bronze tools and weapons. Two of these 
objects, a dagger and an ax, both were inscribed with 
a sign that Parpola interprets as meaning ‘leader’ or 
‘king’. Such inscriptions are uncommon and may 
represent the name of the owner or the deity to 
whom the valuable objects were dedicated. Beyond 
the commercial and personal uses of writing, the 
Indus script appears to have had protective or 
magical powers. Single and multiple signs were 
carved or painted on objects that were a part of daily 
life: shell and terracotta bangles, beads, pottery and 
tools. The repetition of specific signs at many 
different sites suggests that some signs were 
probably not personal names, but may have had 
some ritual significance. Painted on the inside of a 
plate or the interior of a terracotta bangle, thes signs 
may have blessed the food of protected the 
wearer…Short inscriptions associated with these 
(narrative) scenes (of probably rituals) may represent 
the names of deities, constellations or supernatural 
events. The script is also found carved on ivory and 
bone rods, possibly used in divining the future or 
perhaps part of a ritual game.” (JM Kenoyer, 1998, 
p. 76). 
 
Objects with inscriptions have been found in many 
sites and throughout the localities of larger sites such 
as Mohenjo-daro and Harappa – in the streets and in 
houses. “Many earlier excavators did not record the 
contexts in which seals were found, so we cannot 
assess whether they were in foundation fill 
(secondary deposits) or actual floor and street levels 
(primary deposits). Recent excavations at Harappa 
have defined these different contexts, and we can 
beging sorting out the complex problem of 
identifying where seals and inscribed objects were 
used in the city: the major streets leading into and 
out of city gateway, the craft workshop areas and 
near the houses in the high walled areas. Some 
houses have lots of seals and inscribed objects, and 
others have very few or none at all. In one pottery 
manufacturing area at the northwest edge of Mound 
E there are no seals or tablets, while in the bead and 
shellworking area of Mound ET there are a 
number of inscribed objects.  After reviewing the 
different ways in which the script was used, we see 
several patterns emerge. First, only certain people 
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owned seals and few people were literate. 
Nevertheless, the script was generally used in a 
manner that was openly visible to the general public. 
For example seals were probably worn and used in 
public, and graffiti was openly visible on trade 
vessels. Writing was used in everyday contexts as 
well as for religious purposes, but the presence of 
script on gold jewelry, copper tools and stoneware 
bangles suggests that only the very rich and 
powerful wrote their names or attributions on 
personal objects. Objects with writing were scattered 
in all parts of the city, and almost every settlement 
of the Indus Valley has produced one or more seals 
or inscribed objects. A large signboard from 
Dholavira shows large writing, but most inscriptions 
are small or miniature. Perhaps the most important 
recent discovery is that the style of writing and 
carving of seals changed over time; small tablets 
without animal motifs but with script, come from the 
middle to late part of the Harappan phase.These 
patterns indicate that writing was not static but a 
dynamic invention that had permeated every aspect 
of urban life. Landowners, merchants, religious 
leaders, administrators and professional artisans 
were probably the only people who owned or used 
inscribed seals, but many of them may not have been 
able to read or write. Nevertheless, everyone in the 
society understood the power and authority reflected 
in writing, and its use throughout the Indus and 
Sarasvati regions reveals a period of cultural and 
economic integration. The writing would have 
reinforced this integration and validated the power 
of the ruling classes. In combination with religious 
symbols and narratives the writing would have 
legitimized the power of the people who used it by 
associating them with supernatural powers. The 
writing on the seals is associated with symbolic 
animals representing clans or possibly trading 
communities. The most common animal, the 
unicorn, is mythical and the other animals must have 
had some important symbolic meaning. On the small 
tablets, writing and occasional narrative scenes are 
on a miniature scale, but they probably illustrate 
public rituals or events that were viewed by the 
entire community or city. Some tablets may have 
functioned as ritual tokens or souvenirs, not unlike 
the molded or inscribed amulets available at the 
tombs of saints or at important shrines in Pakistan 
and India today. It is closely associated with cities, 
trade and ritual . Writing and seals remained 
important to the politial and ritual elites as long as 
the trade networks and cities continued to exist. The 
script disappeared when the elites who used this 
means of communication in trade and ritual were no 

longer dominant. More than any other fact, the rapid 
disappearance of the seals and writing by 1700 BCE 
(based on recent dates from Harappa) demonstrates 
that writing was used exclusively by a small but 
powerful segment of the population and did not play 
a critical role in the lives of the common people. The 
seal carvers lost their jobs, and eventually, when 
new elites emerged, writing was not important. 
Molds used to make terracotta and faience tablets 
wee destroyed or discarded when they no longer had 
economic or ritual significance. Traders no longer 
stamped bundles with seals or scribbled names and 
messages on storage jars. And although many of the 
crafts continued to be practiced, the artisans had no 
need to inscribe copper tools or pottery vessels with 
the script…When Emperor Ashoka set up pillars and 
massive boulders inscribed with royal edicts around 
250 BCE, he became the first ruler in ancient India 
to use writing to communicate to the masses…The 
important thing was that these edicts, placed 
throughout the imperial realm, from Afghanistan to 
southern India, were not written in Sanskrit, the 
language of the Brahmanical elites, but were in the 
major local dialects. Two new scripts were 
invented: Kharoshthi in the northwest was based on 
Aramaic, the language of the Achaemenid Persian 
Empire and was written from right to left; the 
Brahmi script in peninsular India was written from 
left to right and is thought to have been derived from 
a Western Semitic script. No one knows who 
invented these scripts, but they may have been 
commissioned by rulers and developed by Brahmans 
well versed in literature and phonetics. The recent 
discovery of Brahmi script on potsherds from Sri 
Lanka dates to around 500 BCE (Frank Raymond 
Allchin, ed., The Archaeology of Early Historic 
South Asia, Cambridge University Press, 1995, 176-
79), but the use of both Kharoshthi and Brahmi on 
stone edicts in the peninsular subcontinent dates 
somewhat later, around 250 BCE. Whey they first 
appeared, these newly invented scripts represent 
fully developed writing systems with no direct 
connection to the earlier Indus script. [Mohammad 
A. Halim and Massimo Vidale, Kilns, Bangles and 
coated vesssels: ceramic production in closed 
containers at Mohenjodaro, Interim Reports Vol. 1: 
Reports on Field Work carried out at Mohenjo-daro, 
Pakistain 1982-83 by IsMEO-Aachen University 
Mission, ed., Michael Jansen and Gunter Urban 
(Aachen: RWTH-IsMEO, 1984), 63-97]” (JM 
Kenoyer, 1998, p. 77).  
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  Signs 391 and 392  

Signs 395, 
316, 317, 318 and Variants of Sign 393 
 
The sign of a spoked wheel is also used on a metal 
weapon with ligatures: two short linear strokes and 
an arch. Part of the glyph in Sign 393 can thus be 
related to a copper vessel or plate. 
 
kumpat.i = chafing dish (Te.); rebus: gummat.a 
cupola, dome (Ka.) 
 
kin = sign of the dual; kamikin = the two workers; 
dar.et tahe~kanakin = they two were fleeing; 
gogockin = the two murderers (Santali.lex.) kincit  = 
a little; kincit gan emanme = give me just a little 
(Santali) kincit = a little (Skt.) 
 
kinn- (kinni-)  to tear into strips (Kod.); kini- (kinit-) 
to break into pieces (Kol.); kink- (kinikt-) id. (Kol.); 
kinup to break, crack knuckles (Nk.)(DEDR 104). 
Kin small (To.); kinni small, young (Tu.); kinyo 
small (Kor.(DEDR 1603). 
gina a metal vessel, metal cup (Kond.a); gina_ metal 
cup (Kuwi.Or.); kin.n.am, kin.n.i small metal cup 
(Ta.); metal plate (Ma.); kin.m metal eating vessel 
(To.); kin.n.alu brass cup (Tu.); ginniya, ginne cup, 
bowl, goblet (Te.); gina metal pot, cup (Ga.); gene a 
metal vessel (Go.)(DEDR 1543). 
The earliest references to cakra (Pali. cakka) as a 
weapon, a vajra,  occurs in the R.gveda (see text box 
article). Arjuna describes the Vis'varu_pa and refers 
to gada_ and cakra of the divinity. (Bhagavad 
Gi_ta_, Ch. 11, v. 17).     
Glyph: badhi ‘to ligature, to bandage, to splice, to 
join by successive rolls of a ligature’ (Santali) bata_ 
bamboo slips (Kur.); bate = thin slips of bamboo 
(Malt.)(DEDR 3917). 
hadi = a layer of stone or brick in the ground (Ka.); 
padre a layer (Ka.); paduru = id., stratum 
(Tu.)(DEDR 3915). [Note glyph of ringstones on 
pillar on tablets in bas-relief.] 
Substantive: patam = sharpness (as of the edge of a 
knife)(Ta.); padm (obl. Padt-) temper of iron (Ko.); 

pada = keenness of edge or sharpness (Ka.); hada = 
sharpeness (as of a knife), forming (as metals) to 
proper degree of hardness (Tu.); panda_ sharpness 
(Go.); padanu, padunu = sharpness, temper (Te.); 
padnu = sharpening (of knife by heating and 
hammering)(Kond.a); pato = sharp (as a blade); 
patter = to sharpen (Malt.)(DEDR 3907). 
The glyph connoted by ‘road junction’: d.a~_d. 
‘road’; tan.t.a ‘cast iron’ 
 
Line 3 includes a set of four + three strokes, 
preceding the ‘fish’ glyph:  
 
Glyphs: gan.d.a ‘four’; pene ‘three’;  
Rebus: kan.d. ‘furnace’; pen.e ‘griddle’ 
Glyph: bhed.a hako ‘fish’; bed.a ‘hearth’ 
 
kanac ‘corner’; rebus: kan~cu ‘bronze’ 
 
Alternatives: 
 
bat.hi = a furnace for melting iron-ore (Santali.lex.) 
 
bhati = the unripe kernel of certain fruits (especially 
of the Palmyra palm, the Ebony tree, and 
makar.kenda). The kernel is taken out and eaten, the 
palm kernel as it is, the Ebony kernel after cleaning 
with water rubbing it on a stone. (Desi. Bhati). 
 
Harappa. Miniature tablets: (a) H-302 and (b) 3452; 
after Vats 1940: II, 452B; cf. Asko Parpola, 1994, 
Fig. 10.21, p. 194. 
 
Harappa. Fish-shaped tablet (3428) incised. Eye is a 

dot in circle. Drawn after Vats 1940: II, pl. 95, 
no.428; cf. Asko Parpola, 1994, Fig. 10.22, p. 194. 
 
Silver ingot (Anatolia) 
 
The two signs on an Anatolian silver ingot may 
connote: silver brick (ingot). The signs on the silver 
ingot faintly visible are comparable to glyphs of 
Sarasvati Civilization: 
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V328 V

330 V331

V332 [Glyph: mer.go ‘rimless 
vessel’; Substantive: meruku ‘shine, glitter, silver’] 
 

V202 V
186  
 
The two signs may connote: silver brick (ingot): 
mer.go bed.a  
 
Cf. be_d.a ‘two anna piece of 12 pies’ (Te.) 
 
Why the inscriptions cannot be sentences or 
personal names 
 

It would be a surprise indeed if, in 
a writing system used ca. 5000 
years ago, it was possible to 
compose sentences using just five 
signs.  
Hundreds of inscribed texts on 
tablets are repetitions; it is, 
therefore, unlikely that hundreds 
of such inscribed tablets just 

contained the same ‘names’ composed of just five 
‘alphabets’ or ‘syllables’, even after the direction of 
writing is firmed up as from right to left:  

Many attempts at decipherment of the inscriptions  
are summarized in Parpola (1994, pp. 57-61): "In 
summary, none of the attempts at deciphering the 
Indus script made so far (including that of our 
Finnish team) has gained wide acceptance… 
numerous tests agree in establishing right to left as 
the preponderant direction of writing in the Indus 
inscriptions… Mahadevan who has carefully 
recorded the direction of the original in each of his 
3,573 lines, distinguishes 2,974 lines running right to 
left (83.23 percent) and 235 going left to right (6.57 
percent), in addition to such ambiguous sequences as 
190 single-sign lines, 12 symmetrical sequences and 
155 cases that are doubtful on account of damaged 
or illegible lines. A top-to-bottom sequence is 
recorded for seven lines." 
 
Why the inscribed objects can be related to the life-
activities of the people 
 
Many inscribed objects have been found together 
with other artifacts, suggesting a close relationship 
between the messages inscribed and the artifacts 
themselves. 

 
Many tablets (both incised and embossed varieties, 
generally made of faience, terracotta or stone) occur 
in multiples suggesting some form of distribution of 
common, identical ‘messages’ (or underlying 
material life-support phenomena). 
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Seals have been found in almost every exposed 
room excavated in Mohenjodaro. In room 85 in 
house IX of the HR-area in Mohenjodaro were 
found five unicorn selas. In this room ‘a mass of 
shell-lay was found…along with…many waste 
pieces of sea-shells’ indicating this to be a shell-
cutter’s room (Mackay, 1931a: I, 195). 
 
[House I, HR-A area, Mohenjo-daro: Find spots of 
twelve seals together with many prestige objects, all 
from one house; Wheeler assumed that this was a 
temple; the house has rooms immediately adjacent to 
the exit, transit rooms having more than one door, 
terminal rooms with just one door; seals were found 
in all these rooms. After Jansen, Michael, 1986, Die 
Indus-Zivilisation: Wiederentdeckung einer fruhen 
Hochkultur, Cologne, 200f., fig. 125] 
 
Why the inscriptions cannot be interpreted as 
‘religious’ texts 
 
Parpola suggests (Corpus, 1, 1987, p. xvi) that the 
pictorial motifs (some of which are iconographic) 
indicate religious motifs and some seals (such as M-
319 with a carved hollow to hold an amuletic charm 
and a lid) which are probably charms provide clues 
to the Harappan religion. He also adds that many 
miniature tablets of Harappa may have functioned as 
tokens of votive offerings or of visits to temples. He 
cites the examples of moulded tablets Mk-478 and 
M-479 where the combination of 4 U signs stands 
next to an iconographic scene where a kneeling 
worshipper extends a pot shaped like the U-formed 
sign towards a tree. "Apparently the tree is sacred, 
and the man is presenting the pot (or according to 
the inscription, four pots) to it as an offering… The 

interpretation of the iconography of the Indus seals 
and tablets constitutes a major scholarly 
challenge…Sir John Marshall’s identification of a 
Proto-Siva in the buffalo-horned deity of a famous 
seal from Mohenjodaro (M-304) may well be 
correct, and so may be Alf Hiltebeitel’s even more 
convincing identification of this figure as Proto-
Mahis.a, although this deity and his ‘yogic posture’ 
have close counterparts in the earlier glyptic art of 
the Proto-Elamites. Comparative studies thus 
suggest that the Indus Civilization may have been an 
integral if marginal part of the West Asian cultural 
area and that there is an unbroken cultural continuity 
in South Asia from the Harappan times until the 
present day." 
An enormous time-depth separates the inscribed 
objects of the civilization and the cultural traditions 
recorded during the historical periods of Bha_rata. 
Unless the texts are read in the context of the 
perceived ‘religious’ heritage, it will be an article of 
faith to hypothesise that the inscribed objects 
embody the later-day ‘cultural’ tradition. 
 
Roots of epigraphy tradition 
 
However, it can be established from archaeological 
evidence of the historical periods that a number of 
parallels can be drawn from the practices initiated 
during the mature periods of the civilization. Some 
examples can be summarized. 
 
Copper tablets found in Mohenjodaro are incised 
with pictorials in inscriptions and script signs. The 
historical periods record the evidence of the use of 
copper tablets to authenticate title deeds or property 
transactions. This evidence is an apparent legacy of 
the Sarasvati-Sindhu Civilization. No other 
contemporary civilization has produced such 
definitive evidence of conveying property through 
copper-plate inscriptions.  
 
There are 123 copper tablets with inscriptions 
excavated at Mohenjo-daro. Most of the tablets 
contain only one line inscriptions excepting on four 
tablets which have a second line. [See BM Pande, 
1979, Inscribed copper tablets from Mohenjo-daro: a 
preliminary analysis in: GL Possehl, 1979, Ancient 
Cities of the Indus, Delhi, Vikas]. 
 
Among the ashes on a warehouse floor in Lothal 
were found a hundred clay tags, bearing inscriptions 
created by seal impressions on one side and of 
packing materials (bamboo, mattings, woven cloth, 
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cords, reeds) on the other. Many had the glyph of an 
elephant.  
 
ib ‘iron’ (Ko.); needle (To.); irumpu iron, 
instrument, weapon (Ta.); irumpu, irimpu iron 
(Ma.); irimbi iron (Kod.); inumu id. (Te.); inum (pl. 
inmul) iron, sword (Kol.); rumba vad.i ironstone 
(Kui)(DEDR 486). 
 
Rebus: ipil ‘ a star’; can.d.bol ipil ‘a comet’; jonok 
ipil  ‘a comet’ (Santali) 
 
Rebus: ibha ‘elephant’2 

 

Lothal165A 7203 
 
On 15 tags with seal impressions, 
the associated text is as shown on 
top line of Text 7236 and 
associated with ‘one-horned bull’ 
motif. 

 
On 9 tags with seal impressions, the associated text 
is as shown on top line of Text 7251 and associated 
with ‘one-horned bull’ motif.  

Lothal194A2 7251 
 
It has been noted in earlier attempts 

at decipherment that many seals with inscriptions 
have cord holes, suggesting that the seals might have 
been worn by their owners. If so, it is likely that the 
inscribed objects were lists of property possessions 
of the owners. 
 

Apart the use of copper 
tablets and in a few 
cases, the use of silver 
and copper for seals 
which indicates that the 
messages are possibly 
engraved by  metal- 
and/or fire-workers (cf. 
the use of fired-in faience 

for seals), the dramatic clue to the decipherment of 
the script comes from the characteristic shapes of a 
few objects. 
 
There are also inscriptions on bronze implements, 
re-inforcing the deduction that the metal- and/or fire-
workers were the major script-writers of the 

civilization. If the writers of the script were also the 
owners of or traders in the products made from  
metal- and fire-work, then the messages conveyed 
were likely to be related to their life-activities. This 
is a possibility because at this stage of the evolution 
of chalcolithic cultures, ca. 3000 BCE, the 
differentiation in the labour-force might not have 
reached a stage when a separate group of or the 
profession of  'script-writers' had been recognized. 
 
Taking a cue from the differentiation of functions 
among the artisans in Mesopotamian civilization, it 
is hypothesized that the inscribed objects of the 
civilization will present such a differentiation among 
the artisans of the Sarasvati Sindhu valleys. Smiths 
(Sum. simug, Akk. nappa_hum), responsible for 
(s)melting and casting, were distinguished from 
metalworkers (Sum. tibira, Akk. gurgurrum) who 
worked with metal and created objects. These, on the 
other hand, were distinctly different from jewellers 
(Sum. zadim) and goldsmiths (Sum. ku-dim/dim, 
Akk. kutimmum)... Given the large number of metal 
tools, weapons and vessels recovered from sites in 
southern Mesopotamia, there is, as with ceramics, a 
frustrating lack of excavated workshop facilities. 
(D.T.Potts, Mesopotamian Civilization: The 
Material Foundations, 1997, Ithaca, Cornell 
University Press).  
 
In the Ur III period, the royal mausoleum of Shulgi 
at Ur yielded scraps of gold leaf which seem to have 
been part of architectural decoration, as was the case 
in the Jemdat Nasr period where the altar of the Eye 
temple at Tell Brak was decorated with gold leaf. 
The texts state that large numbers of metal-workers 
were employed by both the temple and the palace to 
produce a whole range of goods from tools to 
jewellery. These workers at Ur worked in groups 
under a foreman who reported to a general overseer. 
An assay office issued the metals to the foreman and 
weighed the finished article before counter-signing 
the receipts issued by the general overseer. In 
provincial towns, the governor himself issued metal 
from the treasury. Private metal merchants handled 
the supply of raw materials. (Mallowan 1947; 
Crawford, op.cit., p. 134).  
 
There are two objects with identical texts (found at 
two distant locations):  
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Identical texts 
on two seals:  
1. From Kish (IM 
1822); cf. EJH 
Mackay, 1925, 

Sumerian 
connections with ancient India, JRAS, 697-701; 2. 
Mohenjo-daro (M-228). [cf. Parpola, 1994, fig. 8.5]. 
 
Epigraphs are not names of ‘owners’ 
 
Though the corpus is limited, it is notable that there 
is a substantial number of duplicate inscriptions; this 
is confirmed from the recent report of excavations at 
Harappa (1993 to 1995 and 2000 seasons). 
Obviously, the inscriptions do not represent ‘names’ 
of owners. The inscriptions could simply be 
‘functions’ performed by or the ‘professional title’ 
of the person who carried the inscribed object on his 
or her wrist (or as a pendant attached to a necklace) 
or the list of objects he/she was invoicing for trade 
(as bill of lading or simply possessions of property 
items listed).  
 
This hypothesis gets re-inforced by (1) the finds of 
inscriptions on copper tablets (again, with many 
duplicates – all apparently made by a metal-worker 
and hence may relate to metal objects produced, say, 
in an armoury); and (2) the presence of over 200 

inscribed objects with no sign (only pictorial motif) 
or with just one or two signs. [The signs could 
hardly have been alphabets or syllables since there 
are not many ‘names’ attested in the historical 
periods with just one or two syllables.]  
 
Direction of writing did not matter much 
 
“Although it seems established that the Indus script 
was read from right to left (summarized in 
Mahadevan, 1977, pp. 10-14; Parpola, 1994, pp. 64-
67), seal cutters must have engraved it from left to 
right. This can be shown in some cases by inverting 
the logic used to establish directionality of 
reading…Mahadevan (1977, p. 14) has noted that 
over 6% of the written items he documented have 
the script running from left to right…Directionality, 
in at least some instances, perhaps did not matter 
much, leading one to suspect that it may have been 
what the piece represented and not what it literally 
said that was important. “ [Richard Meadow and 
Jonathan Mark Kenoyer, 1997, Excavations at 
Harappa 1994-1995: new perspectives on the Indus 
script, craft activities, and city organization, in: 
Raymond Allchin and Bridget Allchin, 1997, South 
Asian Archaeology 1995, Oxford and IBH 
Publishing, pp. 157-163]. 
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Mlecchita Vikalpa: 
Minerals, metals and furnaces 

 
Perspective on rebus lexemes of Mleccha 
 
Many epigraphs are records of possessions by lapidaries and smiths: of minerals, metals and 
furnaces and metal artifacts. Some could have been used as bills of lading (i.e. list of shipped 
commodities) in trade transactions to indicate the types of metals and alloys traded. 
 
A number of lexemes of Bharatiya languages are seen to be concordant with hundreds of  glyphs on 
hundreds of epigraphs. This concordance relates to graphemes (i.e. words which connote the glyph) 
and also homonyms (similar sounding words) which connote the substantive message. 
 
In many cases, the substantive message relates to two categories: (1) minerals and metals; and (2) 
furnaces and tools-of-trade of lapidaries and smiths of the civilization. 
 
Substratum languages in Bharat of vra_tya and yajn~ika 
 
Bharatiya languages of the linguistic area circa 5500 years Before Present can thus be reconstructed 
with lexemes from the substratum languages which have enriched all the language family streams 
of Bharat. Just as it has not been possible for linguists to classify Nahali language (considered as an 
isolate but with significant ‘indo-aryan’ lexical entries), it is virtually impossible, with the present 
level of linguistic studies of substratum languages in Bharat, to identify the roots from any one 
language represented by present-day lingua franca of the nation. Many words presented in this 
summary will establish the undeniable fact that there have been interactions and inter-borrowings 
among the so-called Munda, Dravidian and Indo-Aryan language families. Further linguistic studies 
are required to precisely delineate the proto-indic or Mleccha language forms. 
 
One possibility is that the parole, the language used by artisans of the civilization, the vra_tya and 
the yajn~ika alike, was Mleccha which Vidura and Yudhis.t.hira spoke in the Great Epic, the 
Maha_bha_rata. 

 
Sample rebus lexemes 
 
This work provides samples of rebus lexemes, i.e. 
lexemes which may be used to code the glyphs and 
signs of the epigraphs. Many more alternatives (both 
graphemes and homonyms) are presented in other 
sections and chapters. 
 
These are intended to present an approach to the 
problem of decoding the epigraphs. In a few cases, it 
has not been possible to firmly establish the rebus 
equivalences (of graphemic words and homonymous 
substantive words); the alternatives are, therefore, 
presented for further evaluation by students and 
scholars engaged in the civilization studies. 
 
Animal glyphs in groups 
 

This can be viewed as a 'short-hand' crypt of the 
representation of some of these animals which 
appear in groups.   
 
The following occur in groups:    
 
rhinoceros, elephant, unicorn  
rhinoceros, tiger  
rhinoceros, elephant, tiger, buffalo, markhor (around 
a horned, seated person)  
rhinoceros, elephant, tiger, two bisons face to face, 
scorpion  
gharial, fish   
 
The following ligatured motifs contain parts of field 
symbol motifs:    
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three tigers joined into a rhomb  
bison + unicorn (head)  
markhor + unicorn (copper tablet)  
rhinoceros + elephant + zebu + snake (copper tablet)  
rhinoceros + tiger + zebu (copper tablet)  
tiger + zebu + buffalo (copper tablet)  
tiger (head and front part of the body) + rhinoceros 
(back part of the body) + zebu (horns)(copper tablet)  
bison (body) + three heads of: unicorn, markhor, 
bison  
six heads: unicorn, bison, markhor, tiger + 2 other 
animals  
unicorn (head) + unicorn (head) + leaves + stem?  
unicorn (head) + octopus  
tiger (body) + person + markhor (horns)  
Composite, ligatured motifs contain the following 
field-symbol components:    
zebu (horns) + face of man + tusks and trunk of 
elephant + neck and front legs of markhor + unicorn 
body) + hind legs of tiger + snake for a tail  
(This image is also interpreted as: body of a ram, 
horns of a bison, trunk of elephant, hindlegs of a 
tiger and an upraised serpent-like tail)  
Standing person has the shoulders of a man with 
horns and the hind-part of a bovine  
 
Glyph, the dominant characteristic of epigraphs 
 
A start is made with the decoding of the field 
symbols (pictorials) in inscriptions.  
 
Out of about 3000 inscriptions recorded in the 
corpuses, over 1990 inscriptions contain ‘field 
symbols’. An object may have many sides and each 
side may feature a different field symbol with or 
without accompanying inscriptions (Mahadevan, p. 
9; Table VIII: Distribution of field symbols by sites, 
pp. 777-779). Thus, field symbols (pictorials) 
constitute the major message component of the 
corpus of inscriptions.  
 
‘Reading’ these pictorials is an imperative to 
successfully interpret the ‘underlying language’ and 
‘meaning’ of the inscriptions.  
 
There will be continuing disagreements on the 
‘orthographic values’ to be assigned to some 
‘images’ or pictorials. For example, is the ‘unicorn’ 
an imaginary construction of a single horn on an ox 
or did such an animal, in fact, exist? Is the ‘image’ 
of a ‘bat’ a ligatured fish? If the fish sign a variant of 
a ‘loop’? There are, however, many images, which 
are emphatically deciphered orthographically, for 

example in such motifs as, elephant, tiger, bison, 
rhinoceros. A start can be made for the Decoding 
effort with such images with emphatic, orthographic 
clarity. Such a beginning will provide valuable clues 
to categorize the life-activities connoted by the texts 
and pictorials in inscriptions contained in the 
inscriptions.  
 
Many glyphs are mostly calligraphically definitive. 
For example, a bull is a bull is a bull; an elephant is 
an elephant is an elephant. Many signs can also be 
interpreted as derived hieroglyphics derived from 
pictorial symbols.  
 
There are, of course, problems in interpreting the 
orthography of some signs, for exampe:  

Does this sign represent a fish or a loop?  

Is this sign depicting a jar or a the face of a 
bull?  

Is this sign depicting a knave of a wheel, a 
circle, an axle or a wheel with six spokes?  
 
Hypotheses for interpreting epigraphs 
 
Two interlinked hypotheses govern this study for 
interpreting epigraphs and may be elaborated 
further, as follows:  
 
Hypothesis 1: Bha_rati_ya languages are derived 
from the lingua franca of the Sarasvati-Sindhu 
civilization. Selected lexemes of Bha_rati_ya 
languages provide the morphemes required to attach 
‘sound-bites’ to the pictorials in inscriptions of the 
Harappan script, thus attesting to the continuity of 
the civilization in the present-day spoken languages 
of the sub-continent. 
 
Hypothesis 2: The pictorials in inscriptions of the 
script represented ‘meaningful’ messages related to 
the life-activities of the civilization and, these 
messages can be read from ‘homonyms’ of the 
morphemes attached to the pictorials in inscriptions 
(cf. Hypothesis 1).  
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